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Abstract
This article is devoted to the investigation of semidirect products of
groups of loops and groups of homeomorphisms or groups of diffeomor-
phisms of finite and infinite dimensional real, complex and quaternion
manifolds. Necessary statements about quaternion manifolds with
quaternion holomorphic transition mappings between charts of atlases
are proved. It is shown, that these groups exist and have the infinite
dimensional Lie groups structure, that is, they are continuous or dif-
ferentiable manifolds and the composition (f, g) 7→ f−1g is continuous
or differentiable depending on a class of smoothness of groups. More-
over, it is demonstrated that in the cases of complex and quaternion
manifolds these groups have structures of complex and quaternion
manifolds respectively. Nevertheless, it is proved that these groups
does not necessarily satisfy the Campbell-Hausdorff formula even lo-
cally besides the exceptional case of a group of holomorphic diffeomor-
phisms of a compact complex manifold. Unitary representations of
these groups G′ including irreducible are constructed with the help of
quasi-invariant measures on groups G relative to dense subgroups G′.
It is proved, that this procedure provides a family of the cardinality
card(R) of pairwise nonequivalent irreducible unitary representations.
A differentiabilty of such representations is studied.
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1 Introduction.
Gaussian quasi-invariant measures on loop groups and diffeomorphism groups
of Riemannian manifolds were investigated earlier (by the author) in [41,
43, 44]. Traditionally geometric loop groups are considered as families of
mappings f from the unit circle S1 to a manifold N which map a marked
point s0 ∈ S
1 to a marked point y0 of N . In fact these mappings are defined
as equivalence classes in the group of N -valued C∞-diffeomorphisms on S1,
where two mappings f1 and f2 are called equivalent if there exists a C
∞-
diffeomorphism ϕ : S1 → S1 preserving the orientation such that f1 = f2 ◦ϕ
and equivalence classes are closures of such families of equivalent mappings.
This concept was generalized and investigated in [41] to include loop groups
as families of C∞-mappings from one Riemannian manifold M to another N ,
which ”preserve marked points” s0 ∈M and y0 ∈ N . Here again equivalence
classes under appropriate C∞-diffeomorphisms are used. This is done via
the construction of an Abelian group from a commutative monoid with a
unit together with the cancellation property which is available under rather
mild conditions on the finite or infinite dimensional manifolds M and N . In
this paper besides Riemannian manifolds also groups of loops of complex and
quaternion manifolds are investigated.
Groups of loops and groups of diffeomorphisms of quaternion manifolds
are defined and investigated here for the first time. It is necessary to note,
that semidirect products of these groups also were not earlier considered.
Holomorphic functions of quaternion variables were investigated in [47,
48]. There specific definition of superdifferentiability was considered, because
the quaternion skew field has the graded algebra structure. This definition of
superdifferentiability does not impose the condition of right or left superlin-
earity of a superdifferential, since it leads to narrow class of functions. There
are some articles on quaternion manifolds, but practically they undermine a
complex manifold with additional quaternion structure of its tangent space
(see, for example, [56, 75] and references therein). Therefore, quaternion
manifolds as they are defined below were not considered earlier by others au-
thors (see also [46]). Applications of quaternions in mathematics and physics
can be found in [17, 23, 24, 40].
If we consider the composition of two nontrivial Cn-loops pinned in the
marked point s0, where n ≥ 1, then the resulting loop is continuous, but
in general not of class Cn. This can easily be seen from examples of loops
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on the unit circle S1 and the unit sphere S2. If e.g. f : S1 → S2 is a Cn-
loop, with n ≥ 1. Then f and f ′ are continuous functions, which may be
considered to be defined on the interval. Then f(0) = f(1) and limθ↓0 f
′(θ) =
limθ↑1 f
′(θ) =: f ′(0). There exists another Cn-loop g such that g(0) = f(0),
but with g′(0) 6= f ′(0). As an example of a non-C1 continuous loop h we
concatenate f with g to obtain the loop h(θ) := f(2θ) for each θ ∈ [0, 1/2)
and h(θ) := g(2θ − 1) for each θ ∈ [1/2, 1]. Such mappings h are generally
speaking only piecewise Cn-continuous and continuous. Another reason that,
although Sn ∨ Sn is a retract of Sn, the manifolds Sn ∨ Sn and Sn are not
diffeomorphic. In addition, there exists a continuous mapping from S1 × Sn
onto Sn+1, but this mapping is not a diffeomorphism (see [71]). Naturally,
smooth compositions of mappings between loop monoids and loop groups
manifolds with corners (with the corresponding atlases) are being used. Such
compositions and mappings permit us to define topological loop monoids
and topological loop groups. Below the reader will find two other reasons to
consider manifolds with corners.
A commutative monoid is not a free (pinned) loop space, because it is ob-
tained from the latter by factorization. In order to construct loop groups, the
underlying manifold has to satisfy some mild conditions. Finite dimensional
manifolds are supposed to be compact. This condition is not very restrictive,
because each locally compact space can be embedded into its Alexandroff
(one-point) compactification (see Theorem 3.5.11 in [18]). If the manifold
M is infinite dimensional over C, then it is assumed, that M is embedded
as a closed bounded subset in a corresponding Banach space XM . In order
to define a group structure on a quotient space of a free loop space, such an
embedding is required.
Let M and N be complex or real manifolds with marked points s0 ∈ M
and y0 ∈ N respectively. By definition the free loop space of these pointed
manifolds consists of those continuous mappings f : M → N which are
(piecewise) holomorphic in the complex case or C∞ (in the real case) on
M \ M ′, where M ′ is a submanifold of M (which may depend on f) of
codimension 1 in M , and which have the property that f(s0) = y0. There
are at least two reasons to consider such a class of mappings. The first one
being the fact that compositions of elements of a loop group can be defined
correctly. The second reason is the existence of an isoperimetric inequality
(for holomorphic loops) which causes a loop, which is close to a constant loop
w0 : M → {y0}, to be constant in a neighbourhood of s0 (see Remark 3.2 in
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[29]).
In this article loop groups of different classes of smoothness are consid-
ered. Classes analogous to Gevrey classes and also with the usage of Sobolev
classes of f :M \M ′ → N are considered for the construction of dense loop
subgroups and quasi-invariant measures. Henceforth, we consider not only
orientable manifoldsM and N , but also nonorientable manifolds. Loop com-
mutative monoids with the cancellation property are quotients of families of
mappings f fromM into a manifold N with f(s0) = y0 by the corresponding
equivalence relation. For the definition of the equivalence relation groups of
holomorphic diffeomorphisms are not used here, because of strong restric-
tions on their structure caused by holomorphicity (see Theorems 1 and 2
in [7]). Groups are constructed from monoids via the algebraic procedure,
which was possibly first described by A. Grothendieck in an abstract context
used in algebraic topology not meaning concrete groups related with those
investigated in this paper.
Loop groups are Abelian, non-locally compact for dimRN > 1 and for
them the Campbell-Hausdorff formula is not valid (in an open local sub-
group). Apart from them, finite dimensional Lie groups satisfy locally the
Campbell-Hausdorff formula. This is guarantied, if impose on a locally com-
pact topological Hausdorff group G two conditions: it is a C∞-manifold and
the mapping (f, g) 7→ f◦g−1 fromG×G into G is of class C∞. But for infinite
dimensional G the Campbell-Hausdorff formula does not follow from these
conditions. Frequently topological Hausdorff groups satisfying these two con-
ditions are also called Lie groups, though they can not have all properties of
finite dimensional Lie groups, so that the Lie algebras for them do not play
the same role as in the finite dimensional case and therefore Lie algebras are
not so helpful. If G is a Lie group and its tangent space TeG is a Banach
space, then it is called a Banach-Lie group, sometimes it is undermined, that
they satisfy the Campbell-Hausdorff formula locally for a Banach-Lie algebra
TeG. In some papers the Lie group terminology undermines, that it is finite
dimensional. It is worthwhile to call Lie groups satisfying the Campbell-
Hausdorff formula locally (in an open local subgroup) by Lie groups in the
narrow sense; in the contrary case to call them by Lie groups in the broad
sense.
The problem to investigate unitary representations of nonlocally compact
groups with the help of quasi-invariant measures was formulated in sixties of
the 20-th century by I.M. Gelfand [69]. For construction of quasi-invariant
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measures on groups it can be used a local diffeomorphism of a Lie group
as a manifold with its tangent space, where diffeomorphism need not be
preserving group structure and may be other than the exponential mapping of
a manifold. On tangent space it is possible to take a quasi-invariant measure,
for example, Gaussian or a transition measure of a stochastic process, for
example, Brownian (see [69, 44] and references therein). General theorems
about quasi-invariance and differentiabilty of transition probabilities on the
Lie group G relative to a dense subgroup G′ were given in [6, 12], but they
permit a finding of G′ only abstractly and when a local subgroup of G satisfies
the Campbell-Hausdorff formula. For Lie groups which do not satisfy the
Campbell-Hausdorff formula even locally this question has been remaining
open, as it was pointed out by Belopolskaya and Dalecky in Chapter 6. They
have proposed in such cases to investigate concrete Lie groups that to find
pairs G and G′. On the other hand, the groups considered in the present
article do not satisfy the Campbell-Hausdorff formula.
Below loop groups and diffeomorphism groups and their semidirect prod-
ucts are considered not only for finite dimensional, but also for infinite di-
mensional manifolds.
In particular, loop and diffeomorphism groups are important for the de-
velopment of the representation theory of non-locally compact groups. Their
representation theory has many differences with the traditional represen-
tation theory of locally compact groups and finite dimensional Lie groups,
because non-locally compact groups have not C∗-algebras associated with
the Haar measures and they have not underlying Lie algebras and relations
between representations of groups and underlying algebras (see also [42]).
In view of the A. Weil theorem if a topological Hausdorff group G has a
quasi-invariant measure relative to the entire G, then G is locally compact.
Since loop groups (LMN)ξ are not locally compact, they can not have quasi-
invariant measures relative to the entire group, but only relative to proper
subgroups G′ which can be chosen dense in (LMN)ξ, where an index ξ indi-
cates on a class of smoothness. The same is true for diffeomorphism groups
(besides holomorphic diffeomorphism groups of compact complex manifolds).
Diffeomorphism groups of compact complex manifolds are finite dimensional
Lie groups (see [36] and references therein). It is necessary to note that
there are quite another groups with the same name loop groups, but they
are infinite dimensional Banach-Lie groups of C∞-mappings f : M → H
into a finite dimensional Lie group H with the pointwise group multiplica-
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tion of mappings with values in H such that C∞(M,H) satisfies locally the
Campbell-Hausdorff formula.
The traditional geometric loop groups and free loop spaces are important
both in mathematics and in modern physical theories. Moreover, generalized
geometric loop groups also can be used in the same fields of sciences and
open new opportunities. In the cohomology theory and physical applications
stochastic processes on the free loop spaces are used [16, 32, 49]. In these
papers were considered only particular cases of real free loop spaces and
groups for finite dimensional manifolds N for mappings from S1 into N . No
any applications to the representation theory were given there.
On the other hand, representation theory of non-locally compact groups
is little developed apart from the case of locally compact groups (see [5, 19]
and references therein). In particular, geometric loop and diffeomoprphism
groups have important applications in modern physical theories (see [31, 50]
and references therein). Groups of loops and groups of diffemorphisms are
also intesively used in gauge theory. Loop groups defined below with the help
of families of mappings from a manifold M into another manifold N with a
dimension dim(M) > 1 can be used in the membrane theory which is the
generalization of the string (superstring) theory.
One of the main tools in the investigation of unitary represenations of
nonlocally compact groups are quasi-invariant measures. In previous works
of the author [43, 44] Gaussian quasi-invariant measures were constructed on
diffeomorphism groups with some conditions on real manifolds. For example,
compact manifolds without boundary were not considered, as well as infinite
dimensional manifolds with boundary. In this article new Gevrey-Sobolev
classes of smoothness for diffeomorphism groups of infinite dimensional real,
complex and quaternion manifolds are defined and investigated. This permits
to define on them the Hilbert manifold structure. This in its turn simplifies
the construction of stochastic processes and transition quasi-invariant prob-
abilities on them. Transition probabilities are constructed below, which are
quasi-invariant, for wider classes of manifolds. Pairs of topological groups
G and their dense subgroups G′ are described precisely. Then measures are
used for the study of associated unitary regular and induced representations
of dense subgroups G′.
Section 2 is devoted to the definitions of topological and manifold struc-
tures of loop groups and diffeomorphism groups and their semidirect prod-
ucts and their dense subgroups. For this necessary statements about struc-
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tures of quaternion manifolds are proved in Propositions 2.1.3.3, 4, Theorems
2.1.3.6, 7, 9, Lemmas 2.1.6, 2.1.6.2. The existence of these groups is proved
and that they are infinite dimensional Lie groups not satisfying even locally
the Campbell-Hausdorff formula besides the degenerate case of groups of
holomorphic diffeomorphisms of compact complex manifolds (see Theorems
2.1.4.1, 2.1.7, 2.2.1, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, Lemmas 2.5, 2.5.1, 2.6.2, 2.7). In the
cases of complex and quaternion manifolds it is proved that they have struc-
tures of complex and quaternion manifolds respectively. Their structure as
manifolds and groups is studied not only for orientable manifolds, but also for
nonorientable manifolds M or N over R or H (see Theorem 2.1.8). In Sec-
tion 3 transition quasi-invariant differentiable probabilities are studied (see
Theorem 3.3). Unitary representations of dense subgroups G′ founded in
Sections 2 and 3 are investigated in Section 4. All objects given in Sections
2-3 were not considered by other authors, besides very specific particular
cases of the diffeomorphism group of real and complex finite dimensional
manifolds and loop groups for M = S1 outlined above. In Section 4 unitary
representations including topologically irreducible of semidirect products and
constituing them subgroups are investigated. It is proved, that this procedure
provides a family of the cardinality card(R) of pairwise nonequivalent irre-
ducible unitary representations. A differentiability of such representations is
studied. Then a usefulness of differentiable representations is illustrated for
construction of representations of the corresponding algebras.
All results of this paper are obtained for the first time.
2 Semidirect products of groups of loops and
groups of diffeomorphisms of finite and in-
finite dimensional manifolds.
To avoid misunderstandings we first give our definitions of manifolds consid-
ered here and then of loop and diffeomorphism groups.
2.1.1. Remark. An atlas At(M) = {(Uj, φj) : j} of a manifold M on a
Banach space X over R is called uniform, if its charts satisfy the following
conditions:
(U1) for each x ∈ G there exist neighbourhoods U2x ⊂ U
1
x ⊂ Uj such that for
each y ∈ U2x there is the inclusion U
2
x ⊂ U
1
y ;
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(U2) the image φj(U
2
x) ⊂ X contains a ball of the fixed positive radius
φj(U
2
x) ⊃ B(X, 0, r) := {y : y ∈ X, ‖y‖ ≤ r};
(U3) for each pair of intersecting charts (U1, φ1) and (U2, φ2) connecting map-
pings Fφ2,φ1 = φ2◦φ
−1
1 are such that supx ‖F
′
φ2,φ1
(x)‖ ≤ C and supx ‖F
′
φ1,φ2
(x)‖ ≤
C, where C = const > 0 does not depend on φ1 and φ2. For the diffeomor-
phism group Diff tβ,γ(M) and loop groups (L
MN)ξ we also suppose that
manifolds satisfy conditions of [41, 43, 44] such that these groups are sepa-
rable, but here let M and N may be with a boundary, where
(N1)N is of class not less, than (strongly) C∞ and such that supx∈Sj,l‖F
(n)
ψj ,ψl
(x)‖ ≤
Cn for each 0 ≤ n ∈ Z, when Vj,l 6= ∅, Cn > 0 are constants, At(N) :=
{(Vj, ψj) : j} denotes an atlas of N , Vj,l := Vj ∩Vl are intersections of charts,
Sj,l := ψl(Vj,l),
⋃
j Vj = N .
Conditions (U1−U3, N1) are supposed to be satisfied for the manifold N
for each loop group, as well as for the manifold M for each diffeomorphism
group. Certainly, classes of smoothness of manifolds are supposed to be not
less than that of groups.
2.1.2.1. Definition. A canonical closed subset Q of the Euclidean
space X = Rn or of the standard separable Hilbert space X = l2(R) over
R is called a quadrant if it can be given by the condition Q := {x ∈ X :
qj(x) ≥ 0}, where (qj : j ∈ ΛQ) are linearly independent elements of the
topologically adjoint space X∗. Here ΛQ ⊂ N (with card(ΛQ) = k ≤ n when
X = Rn) and k is called the index of Q. If x ∈ Q and exactly j of the qi’s
satisfy qi(x) = 0 then x is called a corner of index j.
If X is an additive group and also left and right module over H with the
corresponding associativity and distributivity laws then it is called the vector
space over H. In particular l2(H) consisting of all sequences x = {xn ∈ H :
n ∈ N} with the finite norm ‖x‖ <∞ and scalar product (x, y) :=
∑∞
n=1 xny
∗
n
with ‖x‖ := (x, x)1/2 is called the Hilbert space (of separable type) over H,
where z∗ denotes the conjugated quaternion, zz∗ =: |z|2, z ∈ H. Since the
unitary space X = Cn or the separable Hilbert space l2(C) over C or the
quaternion space X = Hn or the separable Hilbert space l2(H) over H while
considered over the field R is isomorphic with XR := R
2n or l2(R) or R
4n or
l2(R) respectively, then the above definition also describes quadrants in C
n
and l2(C) andH
n and in l2(H). In the latter case we also consider generalized
quadrants as canonical closed subsets which can be given by Q := {x ∈ XR :
qj(x+ aj) ≥ 0, aj ∈ XR, j ∈ ΛQ}, where ΛQ ⊂ N (card(ΛQ) = k ∈ N when
dimRXR <∞).
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2.1.2.2. Notation. If for each open subset U ⊂ Q ⊂ X a function
f : Q → Y for Banach spaces X and Y over R has continuous Freche´t
differentials Dαf |U on U with supx∈U ‖D
αf(x)‖L(Xα,Y ) <∞ for each 0 ≤ α ≤
r for an integer 0 ≤ r or r = ∞, then f belongs to the class of smoothness
Cr(Q, Y ), where 0 ≤ r ≤ ∞, L(Xk, Y ) denotes the Banach space of bounded
k-linear operators from X into Y .
2.1.2.3. Definition. A differentiable mapping f : U → U ′ is called a
diffeomorphism if
(i) f is bijective and there exist continuous mappings f ′ and (f−1)′, where
U and U ′ are interiors of quadrants Q and Q′ in X .
In the complex case and in the quaternion case we consider bounded
generalized quadrants Q and Q′ in Cn or l2(C) and in H
n or l2(H) respec-
tively such that they are domains with piecewise C∞-boundaries. We impose
additional conditions on the diffeomorphism f in the complex case:
(ii) ∂¯f = 0 on U ,
(iii) f and all its strong (Freche´t) differentials (as multilinear opera-
tors) are bounded on U , where ∂f and ∂¯f are differential (1, 0) and (0, 1)
forms respectively, d = ∂ + ∂¯ is an exterior derivative. In particular, for
z = (z1, ..., zn) ∈ Cn, zj ∈ C, zj = x2j−1 + ix2j and x2j−1, x2j ∈ R for each
j = 1, ..., n, i = (−1)1/2, there are expressions: ∂f :=
∑n
j=1(∂f/∂z
j)dzj ,
∂¯f :=
∑n
j=1(∂f/∂z¯
j)dz¯j . In the infinite dimensional case there are equa-
tions: (∂f)(ej) = ∂f/∂z
j and (∂¯f)(ej) = ∂f/∂z¯
j , where {ej : j ∈ N} is the
standard orthonormal base in l2(C), ∂f/∂z
j = (∂f/∂x2j−1 − i∂f/∂x2j)/2,
∂f/∂z¯j = (∂f/∂x2j−1 + i∂f/∂x2j)/2.
In the quaternion case consider quaternion holomorphic diffeomorphisms
f :
(iv) ∂˜f = 0 on U ,
(v) f and all its superdifferentials (asR-multilinearH-additive operators)
are bounded on U , where ∂f and ∂˜f are differential (1, 0) and (0, 1) forms
respectively, d = ∂ + ∂˜ is an exterior derivative, ∂ corresponds to superdif-
ferentiation by z and ∂˜ corresponds to superdifferentiation by z˜ := z∗, z ∈ U
(see [47]).
The Cauchy-Riemann Condition (ii) in the complex case or (iv) in the
quaternion case means that f on U is the complex holomorphic or quaternion
holomorphic mapping respectively.
2.1.2.4. Definition and notation. A complex manifold or a quaternion
manifold M with corners is defined in the usual way: it is a metric separable
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space modelled on X = Cn or X = l2(C) or on X = H
n or X = l2(H)
respectively and is supposed to be of class C∞. Charts on M are denoted
(Ul, ul, Ql), that is, ul : Ul → ul(Ul) ⊂ Ql is a C
∞-diffeomorphism for each l,
Ul is open in M , ul ◦ uj
−1 is biholomorphic from the domain uj(Ul ∩Uj) 6= ∅
onto ul(Ul ∩Uj) (that is, uj ◦u
−1
l and ul ◦u
−1
j are holomorphic and bijective)
and ul ◦ u
−1
j satisfy conditions (i − iii) or (i, iv, v) correspondingly from
§2.1.2.3,
⋃
j Uj = M .
A point x ∈M is called a corner of index j if there exists a chart (U, u,Q)
of M with x ∈ U and u(x) is of index indM(x) = j in u(U) ⊂ Q. A set of
all corners of index j ≥ 1 is called a border ∂M of M , x is called an inner
point of M if indM(x) = 0, so ∂M =
⋃
j≥1 ∂
jM , where ∂jM := {x ∈ M :
indM(x) = j}.
For a real manifold with corners on the connecting mappings ul◦u
−1
j ∈ C
∞
of real charts is imposed only Condition 2.1.2.3(i).
2.1.2.5. Definition of a submanifold with corners. A subset Y ⊂M
is called a complex or quaternion submanifold with corners of M if for each
y ∈ Y there exists a chart (U, u,Q) of M centered at y (that is u(y) = 0)
and there exists a quadrant Q′ ⊂ Ck or in l2(C) or Q
′ ⊂ Hk or Q′ ⊂ l2(H)
respectively such that Q′ ⊂ Q and u(Y ∩ U) = u(U) ∩ Q′. A submanifold
with corners Y of M is called neat, if an index in Y of each y ∈ Y coincides
with its index in M .
Analogous definitions are for real manifolds with corners for Rk and Rn
or l2(R) instead of C
k and Cn or l2(C).
2.1.2.6. Terminology. Henceforth, the term a complex manifold or a
quaternion manifold N modelled on X = Cn or X = l2(C) or on X = H
n or
X = l2(H) means a metric separable space supplied with an atlas {(Uj, φj) :
j ∈ ΛN} such that:
(i) Uj is an open subset of N for each j ∈ ΛN and
⋃
j∈ΛN Uj = N , where
ΛN ⊂ N;
(ii) φj : Uj → φj(Uj) ⊂ X is a C
∞-diffeomorphism for each j, where
φj(Uj) is a C
∞-domain in X ;
(iii) φj ◦ φ
−1
m is a complex biholomorphic or quaternion biholomorphic
mapping respectively from φm(Um∩Uj) onto φj(Um∩Uj) while Um∩Uj 6= ∅.
When X = l2(C) or X = l2(H) it is supposed, that φj ◦ φ
−1
m is Freche´t
(strongly) C∞-differentiable for each j and m and certainly either condition
(ii) or (iv) of §2.1.2.3 is satisfied.
2.1.3.1. Remark. Let X be either the standard separable Hilbert space
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l2 = l2(C) over the field C of complex numbers or X = C
n or l2 = l2(H)
over the skew field of quaternions or X = Hn correspondingly. Let t ∈ No
:= N∪{0},N := {1, 2, 3, ...} andW be a domain with a continuous piecewise
C∞-boundary ∂W in R2m or in R4m respectively, m ∈ N, that is, W is a
C∞-manifold with corners and it is a canonical closed subset of Cm or ofHm,
cl(Int(W )) = W , where cl(V ) denotes the closure of V , Int(V ) denotes the
interior of V in the corresponding topological space. As usually H t(W,X)
denotes the Sobolev space of functions f : W → X for which there exists a
finite norm
‖f‖Ht(W,X) := (
∑
|α|≤t ‖D
αf‖2L2(W,X))
1/2 <∞,
where f(x) = (f j(x) : j ∈ N), f(x) ∈ l2, f
j(x) ∈ C or f j(x) ∈ H corre-
spondingly, x ∈ W ,
‖f‖2L2(W,X) :=
∫
W ‖f(x)‖
2
Xλ(dx), λ is the Lebesgue measure on R
2m or
on R4m respectively, ‖z‖l2 := (
∑∞
j=1 |z
j |2)1/2, z = (zj : j ∈ N) ∈ l2, z
j ∈ C
or zj ∈ H. Then H∞(W,X) :=
⋂
t∈NH
t(W,X) is a uniform space with a
uniformity given by the family of norms {‖f‖Ht(W,X) : t ∈ N}.
2.1.3.2. Sobolev spaces for manifolds. Let now M be a compact
Riemannian or complex or quaternion C∞-manifold with corners with a finite
atlas At(M) := {(Ui, φi, Qi); i ∈ ΛM}, where Ui is open in M for each i, φi :
Ui → φi(Ui) ⊂ Qi ⊂ R
m (or it is a subset in Cm or in Hm correspondingly)
is a diffeomorphism (in addition holomorphic respectively as in §2.1.2.3),
(Ui, φi) is a chart, i ∈ ΛM ⊂ N.
Let also N be a separable real or complex or quaternion metrizable man-
ifold with corners modelled either on X = Rn or X = l2(R) or on X = C
n
or X = l2(C) or on X = H
n or l2(H) respectively. Let (Vi, ψi, Si) be
charts of an atlas At(N) := {(Vi, ψi, Si) : i ∈ ΛN} such that ΛN ⊂ N
and ψi : Vi → ψi(Vi) ⊂ Si ⊂ X is a diffeomorphism for each i, Vi is
open in N ,
⋃
i∈ΛN Vi = N . We denote by H
t(M,N) the Sobolev space of
functions f : M → N for which fi,j ∈ H
t(Wi,j, X) for each j ∈ ΛM and
i ∈ ΛN for a domain Wi,j 6= ∅ of fi,j , where fi,j := ψi ◦ f ◦ φj
−1, and
Wi,j = φj(Uj ∩ f
−1(Vi)) is a canonical closed subset of R
m (or Cm or Hm
respectively). The uniformity in H t(M,N) is given by the base {(f, g) ∈
(H t(M,N))2 :
∑
i∈ΛN ,j∈ΛM ‖fi,j − gi,j‖
2
Ht(Wi,j ,X)
< ǫ}, where ǫ > 0, Wi,j is a
domain of (fi,j − gi,j). For t =∞ as usually H
∞(M,N) :=
⋂
t∈NH
t(M,N).
2.1.3.3. Proposition. Let M be a quaternion manifold. Then there ex-
ists a tangent bundle TM which has the structure of the quaternion manifold
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such that each fibre TxM is the vector space over H.
Proof. With the help of complex 2× 2 matrices present each quaternion
z, z =
(
t u
−u¯ t¯
)
, where t, u ∈ C, hence each z ∈ H is also a real 4× 4 matrix.
Therefore, M has also the structure of real manifold. Since each quaternion
holomorphic mapping is infinite differentiable (see Theorems 2.15 and 3.10
[47]), then there exists its tangent bundle TM which is C∞-manifold such
that each fibre TxM is a tangent space, where x ∈ M , T is the tangent
functor. If At(M) = {(Uj , φj) : j}, then At(TM) = {(TUj, Tφj) : j}, TUj =
Uj × X , where X is the quaternion vector space on which M is modelled,
T (φj ◦ φ
−1
k ) = (φj ◦ φ
−1
k , D(φj ◦ φ
−1
k )) for each Uj ∩ Uk 6= ∅. Each transition
mapping φj ◦ φ
−1
k is quaternion holomorphic on its domain, then its (strong)
differential coincides with the superdifferential D(φj ◦ φ
−1
k ) = Dz(φj ◦ φ
−1
k ),
since ∂˜(φj◦φ
−1
k ) = 0. Therefore, D(φj◦φ
−1
k ) isR-linear andH-additive, hence
is the automorphism of the quaternion vector space X . Since Dz(φj ◦ φ
−1
k )
is also quaternion holomorphic, then TM is the quaternion manifold.
2.1.3.4. Proposition. Let M be a quaternion paracompact manifold on
X = Hn or on X = l2(H), where n ∈ N. Then M can be supplied with the
quaternion Hermitian metric.
Proof. Mention that a continuous mapping π of a Hausdorff space A
into another B is called an H-vector bundle, if
(i) Ax := π
−1(x) is a vector space X over H for each x ∈ B and
(ii) there exists a neighbourhood U of x and a homeomorphism ψ :
π−1(U) → U × X such that ψ(Ax) = {x} × X and ψx : Ax → X is a
H-vector isomorphism for each x ∈ B, where ψx := ψ ◦ π2, π2 : U ×X → X
is the projection, (U, ψ) is called a local trivialization.
An H-Hermitian inner product in a vector space X over H is a R-bilinear
H-biadditive form < ∗, ∗ >: X2 → H such that:
(iii) < x, x >≥ 0 for each x ∈ X , < x, x >= 0 if and only if x = 0;
(iv) < x, y >∗=< y, x > for each x, y ∈ X ;
(v) < x, y+ z >=< x, y > + < x, z >, < x+ y, z >=< x, z > + < y, z >
for each x, y, z ∈ X ;
(vi) < ax, y >= a < x, y > and < x, by >=< x, y > b∗ for each x, y ∈ X
and a, b ∈ H.
If π : A→ B is an H-vector bundle, then an H-Hermitian metric g on A
is an assignment of an H-Hermitian inner product < ∗, ∗ >x to each fibre Ax
such that for each open subset U in B and ξ, η ∈ C∞(U,A) the mapping <
ξ, η >: U → H such that < ξ, η > (x) =< ξ(x), η(x) >x is C
∞. An H-vector
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bundle A equipped with an H-Hermitian metric g we call an H-Hermitian
vector bundle. If A is paracompact, then each its (open) covering contains a
locally finite refinement (see [18]). Take a locally finite covering {Uj : j} of
B. By the supposition of this proposition X = Hn or X = l2(H). Choose
a subordinated real partition of unity {αj : j} of class C
∞:
∑
j αj(x) = 1
and αj(x) ≥ 0 for each j and each x ∈ B. Therefore, there exists a frame
{ek : k ∈ Λ} at x ∈ B, where either Λ = {1, 2, ..., n} or Λ = N, such that
ek ∈ C
∞(Uj , A) for each k, {ek : k ∈ Λ} are H-linearly independent at each
y ∈ Uj relative to left and right mulitplications on constants ak, bk from H,
that is,
∑
k akekbk = 0 if and only if
∑
k |akbk| = 0, where x ∈ Uj . Define
< ξ, η >jx:=
∑
k ξ(ek)(x)(η(ek)(x))
∗ and < ξ, η >x:=
∑
j αj(x) < ξ, η >
j
x. If
ξ, η ∈ C∞(U,A), then the mapping x 7→< ξ(x), η(x) >x is C
∞ on U . Since
| < ξ, η >x | ≤
∑
j αj(x)(< ξ, ξ >
j
x)
1/2(< η, η >jx)
1/2 < ∞ for each x ∈ B,
hence the H-Hermitian metric is correctly defined. For each b ∈ R we have
< ξb, ηb >x= |b|
2 < ξ, η >x, since R is the centre of the algebra H over R.
Take in particular π : TM → M and this provides an H-Hermitian metric
in M .
2.1.3.5. Definitions. A C1-mapping f :M → N is called an immersion,
if rang(df |x : TxM → Tf(x)N) = mM for each x ∈M , where mM := dimRM .
An immersion f : M → N is called an embedding, if f is bijective.
2.1.3.6. Theorem. LetM be a compact quaternion manifold, dimHM =
m < ∞. Then there exists a quaternion holomorphic embedding τ : M →֒
H2m+1 and a quaternion holomorphic immersion θ : M → H2m correspond-
ingly. Each continuous mapping f : M → H2m+1 or f : M → H2m can be
approximated by τ or θ relative to the norm ‖ ∗ ‖C0.
Proof. SinceM is compact, then it is finite dimensional overH, dimHM =
m ∈ N, such that dimRM = 4m is its real dimension. Choose an atlas
At′(M) refining initial atlas At(M) of M such that (U ′j, φj) are charts of M ,
where each U ′j is quaternion holomorphic diffeomorphism to an interior of
the unit ball Int(B(Hk, 0, 1)), where B(Hk, y, r) := {z ∈ Hk : |z − y| ≤ r}.
In view of compactness of M a covering {U ′j , j} has a finite subcovering,
hence At′(M) can be chosen finite. Denote for convenience the latter atlas
as At(M). Let (Uj , φj) be the chart of the atlas At(M), where Uj is open in
M , hence M \ Uj is closed in M .
Consider the space Hk×R as the R-linear space R4k+1. The unit sphere
S4k := S(R4k+1, 0, 1) := {z ∈ R4k+1 : |z| = 1} in Hk × R can be supplied
with two charts (V1, φ1) and (V2, φ2) such that V1 := S
4k \ {0, ..., 0, 1} and
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V2 := S
4k \ {0, ..., 0,−1}, where φ1 and φ2 are stereographic projections
from poles {0, ..., 0, 1} and {0, ..., 0,−1} of V1 and V2 respectively onto H
k.
Since z∗ = −(z + JzJ + KzK + LzL)/2 in Hk, then φ1 ◦ φ
−1
2 (in the z-
representation) is quaternion holomorphic diffeomorphism of Hk \ {0}, but
certainly with neither right nor left superlinear superdifferential Dz(φ1◦φ
−1
2 ),
where J , K, L are complex Pauli 2 × 2-matrices. Thus S4k can be supplied
with the structure of the quaternion manifold.
Therefore, there exists a quaternion holomorphic mapping ψj (that is,
locally z-analytic [47]) ofM into the unit sphere S4m such that ψj(M \Uj) =
{xj} is the singleton and ψj : Uj → ψj(Uj) is the quaternion holomorphic
diffeomorphism onto the open subset ψj(Uj) in S
4m, xj ∈ S
4m\ψj(Uj). There
is evident embedding of Hm × R into Hm+1. Then the mapping ψ(z) :=
(ψ1(z), ..., ψn(z)) is the embedding into (S
4m)n and hence into Hnm+1, since
the rank rank[dzψ(z)] = 4m at each point z ∈ M , because rank[dzψj(z)] =
4m for each z ∈ Uj and dimHψ(Uj) ≤ dimHM = m. Moreover, ψ(z) 6= ψ(y)
for each z 6= y ∈ Uj , since ψj(z) 6= ψj(y). If z ∈ Uj and y ∈ M \ Uj , then
there exists l 6= j such that y ∈ Ul \ Uj , ψj(z) 6= ψj(y) = xj .
LetM →֒ HN be the quaternion holomorphic embedding as above. There
is also the quaternion holomorphic embedding of M into (S4m)n as it is
shown above, where (S4m)n is the quaternion manifold as the product of
quaternion manifolds. Consider the bundle of all H straight lines Hx in
HN , where x ∈ HN . They compose the projective space HPN−1. Fix the
standard orthonormal base {e1, ..., eN} in H
N and projections on H-linear
subspaces relative to this base PL(x) :=
∑
ej∈L xjej for the H-linear span
L = spanH{ei : i ∈ ΛL}, ΛL ⊂ {1, ..., N}, where x =
∑N
j=1 xjej , xj ∈ H for
each j, ej = (0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0) with 1 at j-th place. In this base consider the
H-Hermitian scalar product < x, y >:=
∑N
j=1 xjy
∗
j . Let l ∈ HP
N−1, take a
H-hyperplane denoted by HN−1l and given by the condition: < x, [l] >= 0
for each x ∈ HN−1l , where 0 6= [l] ∈ H
N characterises l. Take ‖[l]‖ =
1. Then the orthonormal base {q1, ..., qN−1} in H
N−1
l and together with
[l] =: qN composes the orthonormal base {q1, ..., qN} in H
N . This provides
the quaternion holomorphic projection πl : H
N → HN−1l relative to the
orthonormal base {q1, ..., qN}. The operator πl is H left and also right linear
(but certainly nonlinear relative to H), hence πl is quaternion holomorphic.
To construct an immersion it is sufficient, that each projection πl : TxM →
HN−1l has ker[d(πl(x))] = {0} for each x ∈ M . The set of all x ∈ M for
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which ker[d(πl(x))] 6= {0} is called the set of forbidden directions of the first
kind. Forbidden are those and only those directions l ∈ HPN−1 for which
there exists x ∈ M such that l′ ⊂ TxM , where l
′ = [l] + z, z ∈ HN . The
set of all forbidden directions of the first kind forms the quaternion manifold
Q of quaternion dimension (2m− 1) with points (x, l), x ∈ M , l ∈ HPN−1,
[l] ∈ TxM . Take g : Q→ HP
N−1 given by g(x, l) := l. Then g is quaternion
holomorphic.
In each quaternion paracompact manifold A modelled on Hp there exists
an H-Hermitian metric (see Proposition 2.1.3.4), hence it can be supplied
with the Riemann manifold structure also. Therefore, on A there exists a
Riemann volume element. In view of the Morse theorem µ(g(Q)) = 0, if
N − 1 > 2m− 1, that is, 2m < N , where µ is the Riemann volume element
in HPN−1. In particular, g(Q) is not contained in HPN−1 and there exists
l0 /∈ g(Q), consequently, there exists πl0 : M → H
N−1
l0
. This procedure can
be prolonged, when 2m < N − k, where k is the number of the step of
projection. Hence M can be immersed into H2m.
Consider now the forbidden directions of the second type: l ∈ HPN−1,
for which there exist x 6= y ∈ M simultaneously belonging to l after suitable
parrallel translation [l] 7→ [l]+z, z ∈ HN . The set of the forbidden directions
of the second type forms the manifold Φ := M2 \ ∆, where ∆ := {(x, x) :
x ∈ M}. Consider ψ : Φ → HPN−1, where ψ(x, y) is the straight H-line
with the direction vector [x, y] in the orthonormal base. Then µ(ψ(Φ)) = 0 in
HPN−1, if 2m+1 < N . Then the closure cl(ψ(Φ)) coinsides with ψ(Φ)∪g(Q)
inHPN−1. Hence there exists l0 /∈ cl(ψ(Φ)). Then consider πl0 : M → H
N−1
l0
.
This procedure can be prolonged, when 2m+1 < N−k, where k is the number
of the step of projection. Hence M can be embedded into H2m+1.
2.1.3.7. Theorem. Let M be a quaternion locally compact manifold
with and atlas At(M) = {(Uj, φj) : j} such that transition mappings φj ◦φ
−1
k
of charts with Uj ∩Uk 6= ∅ are either right or left superlinearly superdifferen-
tiable. Then M is orientable.
Proof. Since M is locally compact, then M is finite dimensional over
H such that dimHX = m < ∞, where X = TxM for x ∈ M . Consider
open subsets U and V in X and a function φ : U → V which is right
superdifferentiable. Write φ in the form φ = ( 1φ, ..., mφ), where vφ ∈ H
for each v = 1, ..., m. Then vφ = vα + vβj, where vα and vβ ∈ C, i, j, k
are generators of H such that i2 = j2 = k2 = −1, ij = −ji = k, we write
also vz = vx+ vyj with vx and vy ∈ C, where z ∈ H
m. From Proposition
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2.2 [47] it follows, that there exist right superlinear ∂a/∂b with ∂a/∂b¯ = 0
for each a ∈ { vα, vβ : v = 1, ..., m} and each b ∈ { vx, vy : v = 1, ..., m} for
each z ∈ U , where (∂φ/∂ vx).h = (∂φ/∂ vz).h for each h ∈ C, (∂φ/∂ vy).h =
(∂φ/∂ vz).hj for each h ∈ C.
Consider a right superlinear operator A on X , then A(h) =
∑3
l=0A(il)hl,
where hl ∈ R
m, i0 := 1, i1 := i, i2 := j, i3 := k, h = h0 + i1h1 + i2h2 + i3h3,
h ∈ X = Hm. From §3.28 [47] it follows, that A(h) = A(1)(h − i1hi1 −
i2hi2− i3hi3)/4+A(i1)(h− i1hi1+ i2hi2+ i3hi3)/4 +A(i2)(h+ i1hi1− i2hi2+
i3hi3)/4+A(i3)(h+i1hi1+i2hi2−i3hi3)/4 for each h ∈ X . There are identities
i1hi1 = −h, i2hi2 = −h¯ and i3hi3 = −h¯ for each h ∈ C
m, consequently,
A(h) = (A(1) +A(i1))h/2 + (A(1)−A(i1))h¯/2 for each h ∈ C
m and in view
of right superlinearity A(1) = A(i1), hence
(i) A(h) = A(1)h for each h ∈ Cm := Rm ⊕Rmi1.
Then A(hi2) = (A(i2) +A(i3))hi2/2 + (A(i2)−A(i3))h¯i2/2 for each h ∈ C
m
and in view of right superlinearity of A we get A(i2) = A(i3). Restriction on
Cmi3 of operator A shows, that A(1) = A(i3), consequently,
(ii) A(hi2) = A(1)hi2 for each h ∈ C
m.
Since (∂a/∂b).h is complex valued for each h ∈ C, for each a ∈ { vα, vβ :
v = 1, ..., m} and each b ∈ { vx, vy : v = 1, ..., m} for each z ∈ U , then
Formulas (i, ii) imply that (∂a/∂b).h is complex linear in h.
Consider now real local coordinates in M : { v,lφ : v = 1, ..., m; l =
0, 1, 2, 3} such that vφ =
∑3
l=0 v,lφil, then the determinant of change of
local coordinates between charts is positive: det({∂ v,lφ/∂ w,pz}v,l;w,p) =
|det({∂ v,lη/∂ w,pξ}v,l;w,p)|
2, where v,lφ ∈ R for each v = 1, ..., m and l =
0, 1, 2, 3; v,0η + v,1ηi2 = vφ and v,0ξ + v,1ξi2 = vz and v,lξ, v,lη ∈ C for
each v = 1, ..., m and each l = 0, 1.
2.1.3.8. Remark. Theorem 2.1.3.6 is the quaternion analog of the Wit-
ney theorem. For the proof of it was important that superdifferentials of
quaternion holomorphic functions may be nonlinear by H. Without condi-
tion of right or left superlinearity of superdifferentials of transition mappings
Theorem 2.1.3.7 is untrue, since there are square 4m× 4m-matrices A with
entries in R such that det(A) < 0 to which correspond R-homogeneous H-
additive operators. Certainly Riemannian manifold need not be a quaternion
manifold even if its real dimension is 4m for m ∈ N, since transition map-
pings φi◦φ
−1
l need not be quaternion holomorphic for charts with Ui∩Uj 6= ∅.
2.1.3.9. Theorem. Let M be a quaternion manifold, then there ex-
ists an open neighborhood T˜M of M in TM and an exponential quaternion
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holomorphic mapping exp : T˜M → M of T˜M on M .
Proof. It was shown in §§2.1.3.4 and 2.1.3.7 each quaternion manifold
has also the structure of the Riemann manifold. Therefore, the geodesic
equation
(i) ∇c˙c˙ = 0 with initial conditions c(0) = x0, c˙(0) = y0, x0 ∈ M ,
y0 ∈ Tx0M
has a unique C∞-solution, c : (−ǫ, ǫ) → M for some ǫ > 0. For a chart
(Uj , φj) containing x, put ψj(β) = φj ◦ c(β), where β ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ). Consider an
H-Hermitian metric g inM , then g is quaternion holomorphic in local quater-
nion coordinates in M (see §2.1.3.4), ∂g(z)/∂z˜ = 0, where g(z)(∗, ∗) =<
∗, ∗ >z is the H-Hermitian inner product in TzM , z ∈ M , where φl(z) ∈ X
is denoted for convenience also by z. Consider real-valued inner product
induced by g of the form G(z)(x, y) := (g(z)(x, y) −
∑3
l=1 ilg(z)(x, y)il)/4.
Then G(z) is also quaternion holomorphic: ∂G(z)(x, y)/∂z˜ = 0 for each x, y.
In real local coordinates G can be written as: G(z)(η, ξ) =
∑
l,pG
l,p(z)ηlξp,
where x = ( 1x, ..., mx), vx =
∑4v
l=4v−3 ηlil−4v+3 and vy =
∑4v
l=4v−3 ξlil−4v+3
for each v = 1, ..., m. Then the Christoffel symbols are given by the equa-
tion Γab,c = (
∑4m
l=1G
a,l(∂bGc,l + ∂cGl,b − ∂lGb,c)/2 for each a, b, c = 1, ..., 4m.
Using expression of the Christoffel symbol Γ through g, we get that Γ(z) is
quaternion holomorphic:
(ii) ∂Γab,c(z)/∂z˜ = 0 for each a, b, c = 1, ..., 4m.
Thus differential operator corresponding to the geodesic equation has quater-
nion holomorphic form:
(iii) d2c(t)/dt2 + Γ(c(t))(c′(t), c′(t)) = 0. Therefore, the mapping T˜ V1 ×
(−ǫ, ǫ) ∋ (z0, y0; β) 7→ ψj(β; x0, y0) is quaternion holomorphic by (x0, y0),
since components of y0 can be expressed through R-linear combinations of
{ily0il : l = 0, 1, 2, 3}, where 0 < ǫ, z0 = φj(x0) ∈ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ φj(Uj), V1 and
V2 are open, ǫ and T˜ V1 are sufficiently small, that to satisfy the inclusion
ψj(β; x0, y0) ∈ V2 for each (z0, y0; β) ∈ T˜ V1 × (−ǫ, ǫ).
Then there exists δ > 0 such that caS(t) = cS(at) for each a ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ)
with |aS(φj(q))| < δ since dcS(at)/dt = a(dcS(z)/dz)|z=at. The projection
τ := τM : TM → M is given by τM(s) = x for each vector s ∈ TxM , τM is
the tangent bundle. For each x0 ∈ M there exists a chart (Uj , φj) and open
neighbourhoods V1 and V2, φj(x0) ∈ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ φj(Uj) and δ > 0 such that
from S ∈ TM with τMS = q ∈ φ
−1
j (V1) and |S(φj(q))| < δ it follows, that the
geodesic cS with cS(0) = S is defined for each t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ) and cS(t) ∈ φ
−1
j (V2).
Due to paracompactness of TM and M this covering can be chosen locally
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finite [18].
This means that there exists an open neighbourhood T˜M of M in TM
such that a geodesic cS(t) is defined for each S ∈ T˜M and each t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ).
Therefore, define the exponential mapping exp : T˜M → M by S 7→ cS(1),
denote by expx := exp |T˜M∩TxM a restriction to a fibre. Then exp has a local
representation (x0, y0) ∈ T˜ V1 7→ ψj(1; x0, y0) ∈ V2 ⊂ φj(Uj). From Equations
(i− iii) it follows that exp is quaternion holomorphic from T˜M onto M .
2.1.3.10. A uniform space of piecewise holomorphic mappings.
For manifolds M and N with corners both either complex or quaternion
let either OΥ(M,N) or HΥ(M,N) denotes a space of continuous mappings
f : M → N such that for each f there exists a partition Zf of M via a real
C∞-submanifold M ′f , which may be with corners, such that its codimension
over R in M is codimRM
′
f = 1 and M \M
′
f is a disjoint union of open
either complex submanifolds or quaternion submanifolds Mj,f respectively
possibly with corners with j = 1, 2, ... such that each restriction f |Mj,f is ei-
ther complex holomorphic or quaternion holomorphic correspondingly with
all its derivatives bounded on Mj,f . For a given partition Z (instead of Zf)
and the corresponding M ′ the latter subspace of continuous piecewise either
complex or quaternion holomorphic mappings f : M → N is denoted ei-
ther by O(M,N ;Z) or H(M,N ;Z) respectively. The family {Z} of all such
partitions is denoted Υ. That is OΥ(M,N) = str − indΥO(M,N ;Z) and
HΥ(M,N) = str − indΥH(M,N ;Z). Let also O(M,N) and H(M,N) denote
the uniform spaces of all either complex holomorphic or quaternion holo-
morphic respectively mappings f : M → N , Diff∞(M) denotes a group
of C∞-diffeomorphisms of M and DiffOΥ (M) := Hom(M) ∩ OΥ(M,M),
DiffHΥ(M) := Hom(M)∩HΥ(M,M), where Hom(M) is a group of all home-
omorphisms of M .
Let A andB be two manifolds either both either real or complex or quater-
nion with corners such that B is a submanifold of A. Then B we call a strong
Cr([0, 1]×A,A)-retract (or Cr([0, 1],OΥ(A,A))-retract or C
r([0, 1],HΥ(A,A))-
retract respectively) of A if there exists a mapping F : [0, 1] × A → A such
that F (0, z) = z for each z ∈ A and F (1, A) = B and F (x,A) ⊃ B for
each x ∈ [0, 1] := {y : 0 ≤ y ≤ 1, y ∈ R}, F (x, z) = z for each z ∈ B
and x ∈ [0, 1], where F ∈ Cr([0, 1] × A,A) or F ∈ Cr([0, 1],OΥ(A,A))
or F ∈ Cr([0, 1],HΥ(A,A)) respectively, r ∈ [0,∞), F = F (x, z), x ∈ [0, 1],
z ∈ A. Such F is called the retraction. In the case of B = {a0}, a0 ∈ A we say
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that A is Cr([0, 1] × A,A)-contractible (or Cr([0, 1],OΥ(A,A))-contractible
or Cr([0, 1],HΥ(A,A))-contractible correspondingly). Two maps f : A → E
and h : A→ E we call Cr([0, 1]× A,E)-homotopic (or Cr([0, 1],OΥ(A,E))-
homotopic or Cr([0, 1],HΥ(A,E))-homotopic) if there exists F ∈ C
r([0, 1]×
A,E) (or F ∈ Cr([0, 1],OΥ(A,E)) or F ∈ C
r([0, 1],HΥ(A,E)) respectively)
such that F (0, z) = f(z) and F (1, z) = h(z) for each z ∈ A, where E is
also either a real or complex or quaternion manifold. Such F is called the
homotopy.
LetM be either a real or complex manifold or a quaternion manifold with
corners satisfying the following conditions:
(i) it is compact;
(ii) M is a union of two closed submanifolds both either real or complex
or quaternion A1 and A2 with corners, which are canonical closed subsets in
M with A1 ∩ A2 = ∂A1 ∩ ∂A2 =: A3 and a codimension over R of A3 in M
is codimRA3 = 1;
(iii) a marked point s0 is in A3;
(iv) A1 andA2 are either C
0([0, 1]×A,A)-contractible or C0([0, 1],OΥ(Aj , Aj))-
contractible or C0([0, 1],HΥ(Aj , Aj))-contractible respectively into a marked
point s0 ∈ A3 by mappings Fj(x, z), where either j = 1 or j = 2. In the com-
plex and quaternion cases more general condition of C0([0, 1],OΥ(Aj , Aj))-
contractibility or C0([0, 1],HΥ(Aj, Aj))-contractibility of Aj on X0 ∩ Aj can
be considered, where X0 is a closed subset in M , j = 1 or j = 2, s0 ∈ X0,
dimX0 < dimRM , dimX0 is a covering dimension of X0 (see its defintion in
[18]).
We consider all finite partitions Z := {Mk : k ∈ ΞZ} of M such that Mk
are submanifolds either all complex or quaternion respectively (of M), which
may be with corners and
⋃s
k=1Mk = M , ΞZ = {1, 2, ..., s}, s ∈ N depends
on Z, Mk is a canonical closed subset of M for each k. We denote by
d˜iam(Z) := supk(diam(Mk)) a diameter of a partition Z, where diam(A) =
supx,y∈A |x − y|X is a diameter of a subset A in a normed space X , since
each finite dimensional manifold M can be embedded into Cn or in Hn
with a corresponding n ∈ N. We suppose also that Mi ∩ Mj ⊂ M
′ and
∂Mj ⊂ M
′ for each i 6= j, where M ′ is a closed C∞-submanifold (which may
be with corners) in M with the codimension codimR(M
′) = 1 of M ′ in M ,
M ′ =
⋃
j∈ΓZ M
′
j , M
′
j are C
∞-submanifolds of M , ΓZ is a finite subset of N.
We denote by H t(M,N ;Z) a space of continuous functions f : M → N
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such that f |(M\M ′) ∈ H
t(M \M ′, N) and f |[Int(Mi)∪(Mi∩M ′j)] ∈ H
t(Int(Mi) ∪
(Mi ∩M
′
j), N), when ∂Mi ∩M
′
j 6= ∅, h
Z
Z′ : H
t(M,N ;Z)→ H t(M,N ;Z ′) is
an embedding for each Z ≤ Z ′ in Υ.
An ordering Z ≤ Z ′ means by our definition, that each submanifold MZ
′
i
from a partition Z ′ either belongs to the family (Mj : j = 1, ..., k) = (M
Z
j :
j = 1, ..., k) for Z or there exists j such that MZ
′
i ⊂ M
Z
j and M
Z
j is a finite
union of MZ
′
l for which M
Z′
l ⊂ M
Z
j . Moreover, M
Z′
l is a submanifold (may
be with corners) in MZj for each l and a corresponding j.
Then we consider the following uniform space H tp(M,N) that is the strict
inductive limit str − ind{H t(M,N ;Z); hZ
′
Z ; Υ} (the index p reminds about
the procedure of partitions), where Υ is the directed family of all such Z, for
which limΥ d˜iam(Z) = 0.
2.1.4. Notes and definitions of loop monoids. Let now s0 be a
marked point in M such that s0 ∈ A3 (see §2.1.3.10) and y0 be a marked
point in a manifold N .
(i). Suppose that M and N are connected.
Let H tp(M, s0;N, y0) := {f ∈ H
t(M,N)|f(s0) = y0} denotes the closed
subspace of H t(M,N) and ω0 be its element such that ω0(M) = {y0},
where ∞ ≥ t ≥ m + 1, 2m = dimRM such that H
t ⊂ C0 due to the
Sobolev embedding theorem. The following uniform subspace {f : f ∈
H∞p (M, s0;N, y0), ∂¯f = 0} is uniformly isomorphic with OΥ(M, s0;N, y0)
for complex manifolds, while the uniform subspace {f : f ∈ H∞p (M, s0;N, y0),
∂˜f = 0} is uniformly isomorphic with HΥ(M, s0;N, y0) for quaternion man-
ifolds M and N , since f |(M\M ′) ∈ H
∞(M \M ′, N) = C∞(M \M ′, N) and
∂¯f = 0 or ∂˜f = 0 respectively.
Let as usually A∨B := A× {b0} ∪ {a0} ×B ⊂ A×B be the wedge sum
of pointed spaces (A, a0) and (B, b0), where A and B are topological spaces
with marked points a0 ∈ A and b0 ∈ B. Then the wedge combination g ∨ f
of two elements f, g ∈ H tp(M, s0;N, y0) is defined on the domain M ∨M .
The uniform spaces OΥ(J,A3;N, y0) := {f ∈ OΥ(J,N) : f(A3) = {y0}}
have the manifold structure and have embeddings into OΥ(M, s0;N, y0) for
complex manifolds, while the uniform spaces HΥ(J,A3;N, y0) := {f ∈ HΥ(J,N) :
f(A3) = {y0}} have the manifold structure and have embeddings into HΥ(M, s0;N, y0)
due to Condition 2.1.3.10(ii) for quaternion manifolds M and N , where
either J = A1 or J = A2. This induces the following embedding χ
∗ :
OΥ(M ∨M, s0 × s0;N, y0) →֒ OΥ(M, s0;N, y0) for complex manifolds, also
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χ∗ : HΥ(M ∨M, s0 × s0;N, y0) →֒ HΥ(M, s0;N, y0) for quaternion manifolds
M and N . Considering H tp(M,X0;N, y0) = {f ∈ H
t(M,N) : f(X0) = {y0}}
and OΥ(J,A3 ∪ X0;N, y0) we get the embedding χ
∗ : OΥ(M ∨ M,X0 ×
X0;N, y0) →֒ OΥ(M,X0;N, y0) for complex manifolds, also χ
∗ : HΥ(M ∨
M,X0 ×X0;N, y0) →֒ HΥ(M,X0;N, y0) for quaternion manifolds M and N .
Therefore g ◦ f := χ∗(f ∨ g) is the composition in OΥ(M, s0;N, y0), also in
HΥ(M, s0;N, y0).
The space C∞(M,N) is dense in C0(M,N) and there is the inclusion
OΥ(M,N) ⊂ H
∞
p (M,N) for complex manifolds, also HΥ(M,N) ⊂ H
∞
p (M,N)
for quaternion manifolds. Let MR be a Riemannian manifold generated by
a manifold M considered over R. Then Diff∞s0 (MR) is a group of C
∞-
diffeomorphisms η of MR preserving the marked point s0, that is η(s0) =
s0. There exists the following equivalence relation RO in OΥ(M, s0;N, y0):
fROh (also RH in HΥ(M, s0;N, y0): fRHh) if and only if there exist nets
ηn ∈ Diff
∞
s0
(MR), also fn and hn ∈ H
∞
p (M, s0;N, y0) with limn fn = f and
limn hn = h such that fn(x) = hn(ηn(x)) for each x ∈ M and n ∈ ω, where
ω is a directed set, f, h ∈ OΥ(M, s0;N, y0) (or f, h ∈ HΥ(M, s0;N, y0) re-
spectively) and converegence is considered in H∞p (M, s0;N, y0). In general,
considering Diff∞X0(MR) := {f ∈ Diff
∞(MR) : f(X0) = X0} and elements
f, h in OΥ(M,X0;N, y0) and a convergence in H
∞(M,X0;N, y0) we get the
equivalence relation RO in OΥ(M,X0;N, y0) for complex manifolds, also with
f, h in HΥ(M,X0;N, y0) and a convergence in H
∞(M,X0;N, y0) this leads
to the equivalence relation RH in HΥ(M,X0;N, y0).
The quotient uniform space OΥ(M,X0;N, y0)/RO =: (S
MN)O for com-
plex manifolds also HΥ(M,X0;N, y0)/RH =: (S
MN)H for complex manifolds
we call the loop monoid. For the spaces H tp(M, s0;N, y0) the corresponding
equivalence relations are denoted Rt,H , for them the loop monoids are de-
noted by (SMR N)t,H . When real manifolds are considered we omit the index
R.
2.1.4.1. Theorem. The uniform spaces (SMN)t,H for real manifolds,
(SMN)O for complex manifolds, (S
MN)H for quaternion manifoldsM and N
have sructures of complete topological Abelian monoids with a unit and with
a cancellation property, where t > m+5, m := dimRM . It is nondiscrete for
dimRN > 1. From these monoids it is possible to construct uniform spaces
(LmN)t,H , (L
MN)O and (L
MN)H respectively which have structures of the
complete separable Abelian topological groups, where t > m+ 5.
Proof. Consider the case of quaternion manifolds M and N . In view
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of the results from [57] Hom(M) ∩ H t(M,M) is the topological group of
diffeomorphisms for t > m + 5, where Hom(M) is the group of homeo-
morphisms of M . Then Ct(M,R) ⊂ H t+[m/2]+1(M,R) for each m ∈ N
and t ≥ 0 due to the Sobolev embedding theorem [51]. Hence for each
f ∈ H tp(M, s0;N, y0) the range f(M) is compact and connected in N . In
view of [66, 72, 73] each f ∈ H t(Mk, N) has an extension of the same
class of smoothness onto an open neighbourhood U of Mk in M . There-
fore, in view of Lemmas 6.8 and 6.9 [71] for each partition Z there exists
δ > 0 such that for each partition Z” with supi infj dist(Mi,M”j) < δ and
f ∈ H t(M,N ;Z), f(s0) = y0, there exists f1 ∈ H
t(M,N ;Z”), f1(s0) = y0,
such that fRt,Hf1, hence we can choose f1 with fRHf1 for ∂˜f = 0 and ∂˜f1 = 0
on corresponding quaternion submanifolds of M prescribed by the parti-
tions Z and Z”, where dist(A,B) = max(supa∈AD(a, B); supb∈B D(b, A)),
D(a, B) := infb∈B d(a, b), A and B are subspaces of the metric space M with
the metric d(a, b) = |a− b|H2m+1 (see Theorem 2.1.3.6).
Hence there exists a countable subfamily {Zj : j ∈ N} in Υ such that
Zj ⊂ Zj+1 for each j and limj d˜iamZj = 0. Then
(i) str − ind{H(M, s0;N, y0;Zj); h
Zi
Zj
;N}/RH = (S
MN)H is separable,
since each space H(M, s0;N, y0;Zj) is separable. The continuity of the com-
position and the inversion follows from notes in §1.4. The space str −
ind{H(M, s0;N, y0;Zj); h
Zi
Zj
;N} is complete due to theorem 12.1.4 [59], each
class of RH-equivalent elements is closed in it, where H(M, s0;N, y0;Z) :=
HΥ(M, s0;N, y0) ∩H
t(M,N ;Z). Then to each Cauchy sequence in (SMN)H
there corresponds a Cauchy sequence in str−ind{H(M×[0, 1], s0×0;N, y0;Zj×
Yj); h
Zi×Yi
Zj×Yj
;N} due to theorems about extensions of functions, where Yj are
partitions of [0, 1] with limj d˜iam(Yj) = 0, Zj × Yj are the corresponding
partitions of M × [0, 1]. Hence (SMN)H is complete.
In view of Lemma 2.27 [71] it can be shown that there exists a C∞([0, 1],H)-
homotopy h : (M1 ∨M2) × [0, 1] → M2 ∨M1, where M = Mj for j = 1 or
j = 2. Therefore, (g ◦ f)(h(s, z)) = (g ◦ f)(s) for z = 0 and (g ◦ f)(h(s, z)) =
f ◦ g(s) for z = 1 for each s ∈ M , consequently, (f ◦ g)RH(g ◦ f) for each
f, g ∈ HΥ(M, s0;N, y0), sinceM2∨M1\{s0,1×s0,2} andM1∨M2\{s0,2×s0,1}
are C∞-diffeomorphic. Hence (SMN)H is Abelian.
For a commutative monoid (SMN)H with a unit and with the cancellation
property there exists a commutative group (LMN)H. Algebraically this group
is the quotient group F/B, where F is a free Abelian group generated by
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(SMN)H and B is a subgroup of F generated by elements [f + g]− [f ]− [g],
f and g ∈ (SMN)H, [f ] denotes an element of F corresponding to f . The
natural mapping γ : (SMN)H → (L
MN)H is injective. We supply F with a
topology inherited from the Tychonoff product topology of (SMN)Z
H
, where
each element z of F is z =
∑
f nf,z[f ], nf,z ∈ Z for each f ∈ (S
MN)H,∑
f |nf,z| <∞. In particular [nf ]− n[f ] ∈ B, hence (L
MN)H is the complete
topological group and γ is the topological embedding such that γ(f + g) =
γ(f) + γ(g) for each f, g ∈ (SMN)H, γ(e) = e, since (z + B) ∈ γ(S
MN)H,
when nf,z ≥ 0 for each f , so in general z = z
+ − z−, where (z+ + B) and
(z− + B) ∈ γ(SMN)H. Cases of complex and real manifolds are proved
analogously.
2.1.5.1. Notes and Definitions. In view of §I.5 [35] a complex mani-
foldM or a quaternion manifold (see also §2.1.3.4) considered over R admits
a (positive definite) Riemannian metric g, since M is paracompact (see §§1.3
and 1.5 [35]). Due to Theorem IV.2.2 [35] there exists the Levi-Civita` connec-
tion (with vanishing torsion) ofMR. Each complex manifold and each quater-
nion manifold with right (or left) superlinearly superdifferentiable transition
mappings of charts is orientable (see Theorem 2.1.3.7). For the orientable
manifold M we suppose that ν is a measure on M corresponding to the Rie-
mannian volume element w (m-form) ν(dx) = w(dx)/w(M). The Rieman-
nian volume element w is non-degenerate and non-negative, since M is ori-
entable. For a nonorientableM consider its double covering orientable mani-
fold M˜ and the quotient mapping θM : M˜ → M , then the Riemannian volume
element w on M˜ produces the following measure ν(S) := w(θ−1M (S))/(2w(M˜))
for each Borel subset S in M .
The Christoffel symbols Γki,j of the Levi-Civita` derivation (see §1.8.12
[34]) are of class C∞ for M . Then the equivalent uniformity in H t(M,N)
for 0 ≤ t < ∞ is given by the following base {(f, g) ∈ (H t(M,N))2 :
‖(ψj ◦ f − ψj ◦ g)‖”Ht(M,X) < ǫ, where D
α = ∂|α|/∂(x1)α
1
...∂(xkm)α
km
, ǫ > 0,
‖(ψj ◦ f − ψj ◦ g)‖”
2
Ht(M,X) :=
∑
|α|≤t
∫
M |D
α(ψj ◦ f(x)− ψj ◦ g(x))|
2ν(dx)},
j ∈ ΛN , X is the Hilbert space over C either C
n or l2(C), or over H either
Hn or l2(H) respectively, x are local normal coordinates in MR, k = 2 or
k = 4 respectively. We consider submanifolds Mi,k and M
′
j,k for each parti-
tion Zk as in §2.1.3.10 (with Zk instead of Z), i ∈ ΞZk , j ∈ ΓZk , where ΞZk
and ΓZk are finite subsets of N. We supply H
γ(M,X ;Zk) with the following
metric
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ρk,γ(y) := [
∑
i∈Ξ ‖y|Mi,k‖”
2
γ,i,k
]1/2 for y ∈ Hγ(M,X ;Zk)
and ρk,γ(y) = +∞ in the contrary case, where Ξ = ΞZk , ∞ > t ≥ γ ∈ N,
γ ≥ m+ 1, ‖y|Mi,k‖”γ,i,k is given analogously to ‖y‖”Hγ(M,X), but with
∫
Mi,k
instead of
∫
M , where m := dimRM .
Let Zγ(M,X) be the completion of str−ind{Hγ(M,X ;Zj); h
Zi
Zj
;N} =: Q
relative to the following norm ‖y‖′γ := infk ρk,γ(y), as usually Z
∞(M,X) =⋂
γ∈N Z
γ(M,X). Let
Y¯ ∞(M,X) := {f : f ∈ Z∞(M,X), ∂¯fj|Mj,k = 0 for each k
for M and X over C, or ∂˜fj|Mj,k = 0 for M and N over H},
where f ∈ Z∞(M,X) imples f =
∑
j fj with fj ∈ H
∞(M,X ;Zj) for each
j ∈ N.
For a domain W in Cn or in Hn, which is a complex or quaternion
respectively manifold with corners, let Y Υ,a(W,X) (and ZΥ,a(W,X)) be a
subspace of those f ∈ Y¯ ∞(W,X) (or f ∈ Z∞(W,X) respectively) for which
‖f‖Υ,a := (
∞∑
j=0
(‖f‖∗j)
2/[(j!)a1ja2 ])1/2 <∞,
where (‖f‖∗j)
2 := (‖f‖′j)
2 − (‖f‖′j−1)
2 for j ≥ 1 and ‖f‖∗0 = ‖f‖
′
0, a =
(a1, a2), a1 and a2 ∈ R, a < a
′ if either a1 < a
′
1 or a1 = a
′
1 and a2 < a
′
2.
Using the atlases At(M) and At(N) for M and N of class of smooth-
ness Y Υ,b ∩ C∞ with a ≥ b we get the uniform space Y Υ,a(M,X0;N, y0)
(and also ZΥ,a(M,X0;N, y0)) of mappings f : M → N with f(X0) = y0
such that ψj ◦ f ∈ Y
Υ,a(M,X) (or ψj ◦ f ∈ Z
Υ,a(M,X) respectively) for
each j, where
∑
p∈ΛM ,j∈ΛN ‖fp,j − (w0)p,j‖
2
Y Υ,a(Wp,j ,X)
< ∞ for each f ∈
Y Υ,a(M,X0;N, y0) is satisfied with w0(M) = {y0}, sinceM is compact. Sub-
stituting w0 on a fixed mapping θ : M → N we get the uniform space
Y Υ,a,θ(M,N). To each equivalence class either {g : gROf} =:< f >O
or {g : gRHf} =:< f >H there corresponds an equivalence class either
< f >Υ,a:= cl(< f >O ∩Y
Υ,a(M,X0;N, y0)) in the complex case or <
f >Υ,a:= cl(< f >H ∩Y
Υ,a(M,X0;N, y0)) in the quaternion case (or <
f >RΥ,a:= cl(< f >∞,H ∩Z
Υ,a(M,X0;N, y0)) in the real case), where the
closure is taken in Y Υ,a(M,X0;N, y0) (or Z
Υ,a(M,X0;N, y0) respectively).
This generates equivalence relations either RΥ,a in the complex or quaternion
cases or RRΥ,a in the real case respectively. We use here the same notation
in the complex and quaternion cases, because it can not cause a confusion,
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when manifolds are described as either complex or quaternion correspond-
ingly. We denote the quotient uniform spaces Y Υ,a(M,X0;N, y0)/RΥ,a and
ZΥ,a(M,X0;N, y0)/R
R
Υ,a by (S
MN)Υ,a and (S
M
R N)Υ,a correspondingly.
2.1.5.2. Gevrey-Sobolev classes of smoothness of loops. Notes
and definitions. Let M be an infinite dimensional complex or quaternion
Y ξ
′
-manifold with corners modelled on l2(C) or on l2(H) such that
(i) there is the sequence of the canonically embedded complex or quater-
nion respectively submanifolds ηm+1m : Mm →֒ Mm+1 for each m ∈ N and to
s0,m in Mm it corresponds s0,m+1 = η
m+1
m (s0,m) in Mm+1, dimCMm = n(m)
or dimHMm = n(m) ∈ N, 0 < n(m) < n(m+ 1) for each m ∈ N,
⋃
mMm is
dense in M ;
(ii) M and At(M) are foliated, that is,
(α) ui ◦ u
−1
j |uj(Ui∩Uj) → l2 are of the form: ui ◦ u
−1
j ((z
l : l ∈ N)) =
(αi,j,m(z
1, ..., zn(m)), γi,j,m(z
l : l > n(m))) for each m, when M is without a
boundary. If M is with a boundary, ∂M 6= ∅, then
(β) for each boundary component M0 of M and Uj ∩M0 6= ∅ we have
φj : Uj ∩M0 → Hl,Q, moreover, ∂Mm ⊂ ∂M for each m, where Hl,Q := {z ∈
Qj : x
2l−1 ≥ 0} in the complex case or Hl,Q := {z ∈ Qj : x
4l−3 ≥ 0} in the
quaternion case, Qj is a quadrant in l2 such that Intl2Hl,Q 6= ∅ (the interior
of Hl,Q in l2), z
l = x2l−1 + x2li in the complex case or zl :=
∑4
s=1 x
4l+s−4is−1
in the quaternion case, xj ∈ R, zl ∈ C or zl ∈ H respectively (see also
§2.1.2.4);
(iii) M is embedded into l2 as a bounded closed subset;
(iv) each Mm satisfies conditions 2.1.3.10(i− iv) with X0,m := X0 ∩Mm,
where X0 is a closed subset in M .
Let W be a bounded canonical closed subset in l2(K), K = C or K = H
with a continuous piecewise C∞-boundary and Hm be an increasing sequence
of finite dimensional subspaces overK, Hm ⊂ Hm+1 and dimKHm = n(m) for
each m ∈ N. Then there are spaces P∞Υ,a(W,X) := str − indmY
Υ,a(Wm, X),
where Wm = W ∩Hm and X is a separable Hilbert space over K.
Let Y ξ(W,X) be the completion of P∞Υ,a(W,X) relative to the following
norm
‖f‖ξ := [
∞∑
m=1
‖f |Wm‖”
2
Y Υ,a(Wm,X)
/[(n(m)!)1+c1n(m)c2 ]]1/2,
where ‖f |Wm‖”
2
Y Υ,a(Wm,X)
:= ‖f |Wm‖
2
Y Υ,a(Wm,X)
−‖f |Wm−1‖
2
Y Υ,a(Wm−1,X)
for
each m > 1 and ‖f |W1‖”Y Υ,a(W1,X) := ‖f |W1‖Y Υ,a(W1,X); c = (c1, c2), c1 and
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c2 ∈ R, c < c
′ if either c1 < c
′
1 or c1 = c
′
1 and c2 < c
′
2; ξ = (Υ, a, c). Let M
and N be the Y Υ,a
′,c′-manifolds with a′ < a and c′ < c.
If N is a finite dimensional complex or quaternion Y Υ,a
′
-manifold, then
it is also a Y Υ,a
′,c′-manifold. There exists a strict inductive limit str −
indmQ
m =: Q∞Υ,a(N, y0),
str−indmY
Υ,a(Mm;N) =: Q
∞
Υ,a(N), where Q
m := Y Υ,a(Mm, X0,m;N, y0).
Then with the help of charts of At(M) and At(N) the space Y ξ(W,X) in-
duces the uniformity τ in Q∞Υ,a(N, y0) and the completion of it relative to τ
we denote by Y ξ(M,X0;N, y0), where ξ = (Υ, a, c) and
∑
p∈ΛM ,j∈ΛN ‖fp,j −
(w0)p,j‖
2
Y ξ(Wp,j ,X)
< ∞ for each f ∈ Y ξ(M,X0;N, y0) is supposed to be sat-
isfied with w0(M) = {y0}, since each Mm is compact. Substituting w0 on a
fixed mapping θ : M → N we get a uniform space Y ξ,θ(M,N). Therefore,
using classes of equivalent elements from Q∞Υ,a(N, y0) and their closures in
Y ξ(M,X0;N, y0) as in §2.1.5.1 we get the corresponding loop monoids which
are denoted (SMN)ξ. Substituting spaces Y
Υ,a over C onto ZΥ,a over R
with the respective modifications we get spaces ZΥ,a,c(M,N) over R and
loop monoids (SMR N)ξ for the multi-index ξ = (Υ, a, c).
A relation between manifolds with corners and usual manifolds is given
by the following lemma.
2.1.6. Lemma. If M is a real or complex or quaternion manifold mod-
elled on X = Km or X = l2(K), whereK is either R or C or H with an atlas
At(M) = {(Vj, φj) : j}, then there exists an atlas At
′(M) = {(Uk, uk, Qk) : k}
which refines At(M), where (Vj, φj) is an usual chart for each j with a dif-
feomorphism φj : Vj → φj(Vj) such that φj(Vj) is a C
∞-domain in Kn or
l2(K), (Uk, uk, Qk) is a chart corresponding to quadrants Qk in K
n or l2(K).
Proof. The covering {Vj : j} of M has a refinement {Wl : l} such that
for each j there exists l = l(j) with Wl ⊂ Vj so that each φj(Wl) is a simply
connected region in Km or l2(K) which is not the whole space. We choose
Wl such that
(i) either Wl ∩ ∂M = ∅ or Wl ∩ ∂M is open in ∂M ;
(ii) {πk(z) = z
k : z ∈ φj(Wl)} =: El,k, z ∈ X , πk : X → K are canonical
projections associated with the standard orthonormal base {ej : j} in X ,
El,k are C
∞-regions in K, φj(Wl) =
∏m
k=1El,k for X = K
m, or πJ(φj(Wl)) =∏
k∈J El,k for each finite subset J in N and the corresponding projection
πJ : X → spK{ek : k ∈ J}. In the real case El,k are open intervals in R.
In the complex case in view of the Riemann Mapping Theorem for each El,k
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there exists holomorphic diffeomorphism ql,k either onto B
−
r := {z ∈ C :
|z| < r} or Fr := {z ∈ C : |z| < r, x
1 ≥ 0}, where z = x1 + x2i, x1, x2 ∈
R, z ∈ C (see §2.12 in [25]). The latter case appears while treatment of
πk(φj(Wl ∩ ∂M)) 6= ∅ (see §10.5.2 [65] and §12 [25]).
In the quaternion case consider H as the linear space C ⊕ jC over C,
where j = i2. Then right superlinear superdifferentiable mapping ql,k(z)
of a quaternion variable z = a + jb, a, b ∈ C, z ∈ H, is characterized by
the conditions ∂ql,k(a, b)/∂a¯ = 0 and ∂ql,k(a, b)/∂b¯ = 0 while ql,k is written
in a, b variables (see Formulas 2.1.3.7(i, ii)). Moreover, ql,k is right linearly
differentiable by a and b, that is, sl,k and pl,k are holomorphic in variables a, b,
where ql,k(z) = sl,k + jpl,k. Then each substitution ql,k 7→ ivql,k for each iv ∈
{1, i1, i2, i3} preserves the property of right superlinear superdifferentiability
and gives others dependent quaternion Cauchy-Riemann conditions in such
notation (see also Propositions 2.2 and 3.13 [47]). Applying the Riemann
mapping theorem to this situation (over C2) we get, that there exists a right
superlinearly superdifferentiable mapping ql,k(z) such that El,k is quaternion
holomorphically diffeomorphic with B−r := {z ∈ H : |z| < r} or Fr := {z ∈
H : |z| < r, x1 ≥ 0}, where z = x1 + x2i1 + x
3i2 + x
4i3, x
1, ..., x4 ∈ R,
z ∈ H. The latter statement can be proved also analogously to the complex
case with the help of Theorem 3.15 and Remark 3.16 [47] in the class of
quaternion right superlinearly superdifferentaible functions. Since this is true
in the class of right superlinearly superdifferentiable functions, then this is
true in the more abundant class of superdifferentiable functions (quaternion
holomorphic). Slightly shrinking covering if necessary we can choose {Wl : l}
such that each ql,k and its derivatives are bounded on El,k. In view of Central
Theorem from §6.3 [25] ql,k are boundary preserving maps. In view of Chapter
13 [53] B−r and Fr have finite atlases with charts corresponding to quadrants.
2.1.6.1. Note. Vice versa there are complex and quaternion manifolds
with corners, which are not usual complex or quaternion manifolds corre-
spondingly, for example, canonical closed domains F in Cm or in Hm with
piecewise C∞-boundaries, which are not of class C1. Since each complex or
quaternion manifold G has a boundary ∂G of class C∞ by Definition 2.1.2.6.
2.1.6.2. Lemma. The uniform spaces OΥ,a,c(M,N) and HΥ,a,c(M,N)
from §§2.1.3 and 2.1.5 are infinite dimensional complex and quaternion man-
ifolds respectively dense in C0(M,N). Moreover, there exist their tangent
bundles TOΥ,a,c(M,N) = OΥ,a,c(M,TN) and THΥ,a,c(M,N) = HΥ,a,c(M,TN).
If N = Kn or N = l2(K), where K = C or H, then OΥ,a,c(M,N) and
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HΥ,a,c(M,N) are infinite dimensional topological vector spaces over C and H
respectively.
Proof. The connecting mappings φj ◦ φ
−1
k of charts (Uj , φj) and (Uk, φk)
with Uj∩Uk 6= ∅ are complex or quaternion holomorphic on the corresponding
domains φk(Uj ∩ Uk) for K = C or H respectively. Consider the quaternion
case. For each submanifold Mj in M we have TH(Mj , N) = H(Mj , TN)
(see [15] and Proposition 2.1.3.3). For each f ∈ HΥ(M,N) there exists a
partition Zf of M such that f |Mj,f ∈ H(Mj,f , N) for each submanifold Mj,f
with corners defined by Zf . In accordance with Proposition 2.1.3.3 and
§2.1.4 φ−1j ◦ φk induce connecting mappings (φ
−1
j ◦ φk)
∗ of the corresponding
charts in HΥ(M,N) such that (φ
−1
j ◦ φk)
∗(f(z)) := f ◦ (φ−1j ◦ φk)(z) for
each z ∈ Uj ∩ Uk such that its Freche´t derivatives are the following [∂(φ
−1
j ◦
φk)
∗(f)/∂f ].h = (φ−1j ◦ φk)
∗(h) and [∂(φ−1j ◦ φk)
∗(f)/∂f¯ ].h = 0, where h
are vectors in TfHΥ(Uj ∩ Uk, N). Thus transition mappings are quaternion
holomorphic. Therefore, THΥ(M,N) = HΥ(M,TN), since HΥ(M,N) is the
quaternion manifold (certainly of class C∞).
In particular HΥ(M,Y ) is a topological vector space over H for Y = H
n
or Y = l2(H). It remains to prove that the manifold HΥ(M,N) is infinite
dimensional and dense in C0(M,N). This follows from Corollary 3.2.3, Exer.
1.28 and Conjecture in Exer. 3.2 [26] and [46], since for each quadrant Q
and a given function s on ∂Q, which is a restriction q|∂Q of a holomorphic
function q on a neighbourhood of ∂Q in Hm, m = dimHM , there exists a
space of functions u : W → Hn such that u|Int(Q) and u|W\Q are holomorphic
and bounded together with each partial derivative, where W is an open
ball in Hn containing Q and such that u+(z) − u−(z) = s(z) for each z ∈
∂Q. Then using Cauchy integration along C∞-curves we construct a space
of continuous functions f : W → Hn holomorphic on U and W \ Q with
prescribed (∂f)−(z)− (∂f)+(z) for each z ∈ ∂Q and analogously for f ∈ C l
with jump conditions for higher order derivatives. In the case of n > 1
there also can be used holomorphic extension of holomorphic functions from
proper quaternion submanifolds K of ∂Q (see Theorems 2(b) and 3(b) in
[2] and Theorem 4.1.11 [26] and [46], since a space of rational functions
f : K → TyN such that f |K are holomorphic is infinite-dimensional, see also
Corollaries 3.4 and 3.5 in [28]). Using charts of the atlas of M we get that
HΥ(M,N) is infinite dimensional.
In view of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem [19] the space HΥ(M,Y ) is dense
in C0(M,Y ), hence HΥ(M,N) is dense in C
0(M,N). In the general case
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HΥ,a,c(M,N) we finish the proof using the standard procedure of an increasing
sequence of C∞-domains Wn in a quadrant Q with dimHQ < ∞ such that
cl(
⋃
nWn) = Q. The proof in the complex case is analogous due to Theorem
VI.9 [9].
2.1.7. Theorems. (1). A unform space (SMN)ξ is a complete monoid
and there exists a generated by it topological group (LMN)ξ =: G for ξ =
(Υ, a) or ξ = (Υ, a, c) from §2.1.5 which is complete separable Abelian.
Moreover, in G there is a dense subgroup (LMN)O for complex manifolds
or (LMN)H for quaternion manifolds with ξ = (Υ, a); G is non-discrete non-
locally compact and locally connected for dimRN > 1.
(2). A uniform space Xξ(M,N) := Te(L
MN)ξ is a Hilbert space for
each 1 ≤ m = dimKM ≤ ∞ and dimRN > 1, where K = R or C or H
respectively.
(3.) Let N be a Hilbert Y ξ
′
-manifold over K with a > a′ and c > c′
for ξ′ = (Υ, a′) or ξ′ = (Υ, a′, c′) respectively, then there exists a mapping
E˜ : T˜ (LMN)ξ → (L
MN)ξ defined by E˜η(v) = expη(s) ◦vη on a neighbourhood
Vη of the zero section in Tη(L
MN)ξ and it is a C
∞-mapping for Y ξ
′
-manifold
N by v onto a neighbourhood Wη = We ◦ η of η ∈ (L
MN)ξ; E˜ is the uniform
isomorphism of uniform spaces Vη and Wη, where s ∈M , e is a unit element
in G, v ∈ Vη, 1 ≤ m ≤ ∞.
(4). For complex or quaternion manifolds a group (LMN)ξ is a closed
proper subgroup in (LMRNR)ξ of infinite codimension of Te(L
MN)ξ in Te(L
M
RNR)ξ.
Proof. Consider the orientable quaternion manifolds. For ξ = (Υ, a)
or ξ = (Υ, a, c) classes < f >ξ are closed due to Lemma 2.1.6.2 for the
considered class of smoothness, since the uniform spaces Y ξ(M, s0;N, y0)
are complete. Via the construction of an Abelian group from an Abelian
monoid with unit and cancellation property we get the loop groups (LMN)ξ
and (LMRN)ξ respectively for finite dimensional M , where ξ = (Υ, a) (see
§2.1.4.1). There exists a strict inductive limit of loop groups (LMmN)Υ,a =:
Lm, since there are natural embeddings Lm →֒ Lm+1, such that each ele-
ment f ∈ Y Υ,a(Mm, X0,m;N, y0) is considered in Y
Υ,a(Mm+1, X0,m+1;N, y0)
as independent from (zn(m)+1, ..., zn(m+1)−1) in the local normal coordinates
(z1, ..., zn(m+1)) of Mm+1. We denote it str − indmL
m =: (LMN)Υ,a (see
§2.1.5.2). Via the construction of an Abelian group from an Abelian monoid
with unity and cancellation property we get loop groups (LMN)ξ for ξ =
(Υ, a, c) also. The space Te(L
MmN)H is linear over H, where e is the unit
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element of the groop (LMmN)H. Then in particularX
ξ(Mm, N) is the Banach
space with ‖f‖Xξ(Mm,N) = infy∈f ‖y‖
′
ξ, where f =< y >ξ, y ∈ Y
ξ(M, s0;X, 0).
On the other hand,Xξ(Mm, N) is isomorphic with the completion of Te(L
MmN)H
by the norm ‖f‖Xξ(Mm,N). Then (ρk,γ(y
1+y2))2+(ρk,γ(y
1−y2))2 = 2[(ρk,γ(y
1))2+
(ρk,γ(y
2))2] for each y1, y2 ∈ Hγ(M,X ;Zk) due to the choices of ν and ρk,γ. If
y ∈ Hγ(M,X ;Zk) then ρk,γ(y) = ρl,γ(y) for each l > k, since ν(M
′
l) = 0 and
y ∈ Hγ(M,X ;Zl). For each y
1, y2 ∈ Hγp(M, s0;X, 0) there exists Z ∈ Υ
such that y1, y2 ∈ Hγ(M,X ;Z). Therefore, from §2.1.5 it follows that
‖f1 + f2‖
2
Xξ(M,N) + ‖f1 − f2‖
2
Xξ(M,N) = 2[‖f1‖
2
Xξ(M,N) + ‖f2‖
2
Xξ(M,N)] for
each f1, f2 ∈ X
ξ(M,N). Then ‖f1 + f2‖
∗2
k+‖f1 − f2‖
∗2
k = 2[‖f1‖
∗2
k+‖f2‖
∗2
k]
for each 0 ≤ k ∈ Z and each f1 and f2 ∈ Q
∞
Υ,a(X), consequently, ‖f1 +
f2‖
2
Xξ(M,N)+‖f1−f2‖
2
Xξ(M,N) = 2[‖f1‖
2
Xξ(M,N)+‖f2‖
2
Xξ(M,N)]. Hence the for-
mula 4(f1, f2) := ‖f1 + f2‖
2
Xξ(M,N)−‖f1 − f2‖
2
Xξ(M,N)+[
∑3
l=1 il‖f1 + ilf2‖
2
Xξ(M,N)−
il‖f1 − ilf2‖
2
Xξ(M,N)]/3 gives the scalar product (f1, f2) inX
ξ(M,N) and this
is the Hilbert space over H, where il ∈ {i, j, k}, l = 1, 2, 3.
The spaces Y ξ(M, s0;N, y0) and X
ξ(M,N) are complete, consequently,
G is complete. The space Xξ(M,N) is separable and ΛN ⊂ N, consequently,
G is separable. The composition and the inversion in (LMmN)H induces
these operations in G, that are continuous due to Theorem 2.1.4.1 and using
completions we get, that G is the Abelian topological group.
Let β : Mm → N be a Y
ξ-mapping such that β(s0) = y0. If C0 is the
connected component of y0 in N then β(Mm) ⊂ C0. On the other hand,
N was supposed to be connected. In view of Theorems about extensions of
functions of different classes of smoothness [66, 72] and using completions in
the described above spaces there exists a neighbourhood W of w0 such that
for each f :Mm×{0, 1} → N of class Y
ξ with f(Mm, 0) = {y0} and f(s, 1) =
β(s) for each s ∈M there exists its Y ξ-extension f : Mm× [0, 1]→ N , where
{0, 1} := {0} ∪ {1}, β ∈ W , since there exists a neighbourhood V0 of y0 in
N such that it is C0([0, 1]× V0, N)-contractible into a point. Hence for each
class < β >ξ in a sufficiently small (open) neighbourhood of e there exists a
continuous curve h : [0, 1]→ G such that h(0) = e and h(1) =< β >ξ.
In view of Theorem 2.1.4.1 and Lemma 2.1.6.2 the tangent space TeG is
infinite dimensional over H, consequently, G is not locally compact, where e
is the unit element in G.
Let ∇ be a covariant differentiation in N corresponding to the Levi-Civita´
connection in N due to Theorem 5.1 [21]. This is possible, since N is the
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Hilbert manifold C∞-manifold over H and hence over R, consequently, it has
the partition of unity [38]. Therefore, there exists the exponential mapping
exp : T˜N → N such that for each z ∈ N there are a ball B(TzN, 0, r) :=
{y ∈ TzN : ‖y‖TzN ≤ r} and a neighbourhood Sz of z in N for which
expz : B(TzN, 0, r) → Sz is the homeomorphism, since φ is in the class of
smoothness Y ξ due to Theorem IV.2.5 [38], where expz w = φ(1), φ(q) is a
geodesic, φ : [0, 1]→ N , dφ(q)/dq|q=0 = w, φ(0) = z, w ∈ B(TzN, 0, r) [34].
In view of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 [15] a mapping
(i) E : T˜ Y ξ(Mm, s0;N, y0) → Y
ξ(Mm, s0;N, y0) is a local isomorphism,
since a > b, so
∑∞
k=1 k
2(k!)b−a <∞, where
(ii) Eg(h) := expg(s) ◦hg, s ∈Mm, h ∈ TY
ξ(Mm, s0;N, y0), hg ∈ TgY
ξ(Mm, s0;N, y0),
g ∈ Y ξ(Mm, s0;N, y0). In view of [13, 15] the tangent bundle TY
ξ(Mm, s0;N, y0)
is isomorphic with Y ξ(Mm, s0;TN, y0×{0})×Ty0N. Then E induces E˜ with
the help of factorisation by Rξ and the subsequent construction of the loop
group from the loop monoid. This mapping E˜ is of class of smoothness C∞
as follows from equations for geodesics (see §IV.3 [38]), since TTN is the
Y ξ”-manifold with a > a” > 0 and c > c” > 0. Indeed, this construction at
first may be applied for (LMmN)H and then using the completion to (L
MN)ξ.
The uniform space of quaternion holomorphic mappings from M into
N is proper in the set of infinite Fre´chet differentiable mappings from M
into N . In view of §2.1.5 uniformities in groups (LMN)ξ and (L
M
RNR)ξ
are equivalent. Therefore, (LMN)ξ has an embedding into (L
M
RNR)ξ as a
closed proper subgroup of infinite codimension of Te(L
MN)ξ in Te(L
M
RNR)ξ,
since dimRN > 1. The proofs in the complex and orientable real cases are
analogous.
It remains the case of nonorientable real or quaternion manifolds which
can be deduced also from Theorems 2.1.8 below and the case of orientable
manifolds.
2.1.8. Theorems. Suppose that both either real or quaternion mani-
folds M and N together with their covering manifolds M˜ and N˜ satisfy the
conditions imposed in §2.1.5.
(1). Let N be a nonorientable manifold and let θN : N˜ → N be a quotient
mapping of its double covering manifold N˜ . Then there exists a quotient
group homomorphism θ˜N : (L
MN˜)ξ → (L
MN)ξ.
(2). Let M be a nonorientable manifold, then a quotient mapping θM :
M˜ → M induces a group embedding θ˜M : (L
MN)ξ →֒ (L
M˜N)ξ.
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Proof. IfM is a nonorientable manifold, then there exists the homomor-
phism h of the fundamental group π1(M, s0) onto the two-element group Z2.
For connected M the group π1(M, s0) does not depend on a marked point
s0 and it is denoted by π1(M). If M is a connected manifold, then it has
a universal covering manifold M∗ which is linearly connected and it has a
fiber bundle with the group π1(M) and a projection p : M
∗ →M . Using the
homomorphism h one gets the orientable double covering M˜ of M such that
M˜ is connected, if M is connected (see Proposition 5.9 [35] and Theorem 78
[63]). Moreover, for each x ∈ M there exists a neighborhood U of x such
that θ−1M (U) is the disjoint union of two diffeomorphic open subsets V1 and
V2 in M˜ , where θM : M˜ → M is the quotient mapping, g : V1 → V2 is a
diffeomorphism.
(1). For each f˜ ∈ ZΥ,a,c(M, N˜) there exists f = θN ◦ f˜ in Z
Υ,a,c(M,N).
This induces the quotient mapping θ¯N : Z
Υ,a,c(M, N˜)→ ZΥ,a,c(M,N), hence
it induces the quotient mapping θ¯N : Z
Υ,a,c(M ∨M, N˜)→ ZΥ,a,c(M ∨M,N)
such that θ¯N (f ∨h) = θ¯N (f)∨ θ¯N (g). Considering the equivalence relation in
Y ξ(M, s0; N˜ , y0) and then loop monoids we get the quotient homomorphism
(SMN˜)ξ → (S
MN)ξ. With the help of construction of the loop group from
the loop monoid it induces the loop groups quotient homomorphism.
(2). On the other hand, let M be a nonorientable manifold then the
quotient mapping θM : M˜ → M induces a locally finite open covering {Ux :
x ∈ M0} of M , where M0 is a subset of M , such that each θ
−1
M (Ux) is the
disjoint union of two open subsets Vx,1 and Vx,2 in M˜ and there exists a
diffeomorphism gx of Vx,1 on Vx,2 of the same class of smoothness asM . This
produces the closed subspace of all f˜ ∈ ZΥ,a,c(M˜,N) for which
(i) f˜ |Vx,1(g
−1
x (y)) = f˜ |Vx,2(y) for each y ∈ Vx,2 and for each x ∈M0, where
M0 = M
f
0 and {Ux = U
f
x : x ∈ M0} may be dependent on f . If s0 is a
marked point in M , then let one of the points s˜0 of θ
−1
M (s0) be the marked
point in M˜ . Then θM induces the quotient mapping θM : M˜ ∨ M˜ →M ∨M .
If both M and M˜ satisfy the imposed above conditions on manifolds, then
this induces the embedding θ¯M : Z
Υ,a,c(M,N) →֒ ZΥ,a,c(M˜,N). The identity
mapping id(x) = x for each x ∈ M˜ evidently satisfy Condition (i). If f˜ is
the diffeomorphism of M˜ satisfying Condition (i), then applying f˜−2 to both
sides of the equality we see, that it is satisfied for f˜−1 with the same cover-
ing {Ux : M0}. If f˜ and h˜ are two diffeomorphisms of M˜ , then there exists
{Uhx : x ∈M
h
0 } such that {f˜
−1(θ−1M (U
h
x )) : x ∈M
h
0 } is the locally finite cover-
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ing of M˜ . Two manifolds M and M˜ are metrizable, consequently, paracom-
pact (see Theorem 5.1.3 [18]). Due to paracompactness of M and M˜ there
exists a locally finite covering {Uh◦fx : x ∈ M
h◦f
0 } for which Condition (i) is
satisfied, since {Ufx ∩θM ◦f˜
−1(θ−1M (U
h
z )) : x ∈M
f
0 , z ∈M
h
0 } has a locally finite
refinement. This means, that θ¯M : Diff
∞(MR) →֒ Diff
∞(M˜R) is the group
embedding. In a complete uniform space (X,U) for its subset Z a uniform
space (Z,UZ) is complete if and only if Z is closed in X relative to the topol-
ogy induced by U (see Theorem 8.3.6 [18]). Since both groups are complete
and the uniformity of Diff∞(M˜R) induces the uniformity in Diff
∞(MR)
equivalent to its own, then θ¯M(Diff
∞(MR)) is closed in Diff
∞(M˜R). Con-
sidering the equivalence relation in ZΥ,a,c(M˜,N) we get the embedding of
loop monoids θ˜M : (S
MN)ξ →֒ (S
M˜N)ξ (see §§2.1.4 and 2.1.5). This pro-
duces via the construction of an Abelian group from an Abelian monoid with
unity and cancellation property the loop groups embedding (respecting their
topological group structures) θ˜M : (L
MN)ξ →֒ (L
M˜N)ξ.
2.2. Note. For a diffeomorphism group we also consider a compact com-
plex manifoldM . For noncompact complexM , satisfying conditions of §2.1.1
and (N1) a diffeomorphism group is considered as consisting of diffeomor-
phisms f of class Y Υ,a,c (see §2.1.5), that is, (fi,j− idi,j) ∈ Y
Υ,a,c(Ui,j, φi(Ui))
for each i, j, Ui,j is a domain of definition of (fi,j − idi,j) and then analo-
gously to the real case the diffeomorphism group Diff ξ(M) is defined, where
ξ = (Υ, a, c), a = (a1, a2), c = (c1, c2), a1 ≤ −1 and c1 ≤ −1. This means
that Diff ξ(M) := Y ξ,id(M,M) ∩Hom(M).
2.2.1. Theorem. Let M and N be two complex manifolds, then there ex-
ist quaternion manifolds P and Q such that M and N have complex holomor-
phic emebeddings into P and Q respectively as closed submanifolds. More-
over, (LMN)ξ is the proper closed subgroup in (L
PQ)ξ and Diff
ξ(M) is the
closed proper subgroup in Diff ξ(P ) such that the codimensions over R of
Te(L
MN)ξ in Te(L
PQ)ξ and TeDiff
ξ(M) in TeDiff
ξ(P ) are infinite.
Proof. At first prove that if N is a complex manifold, then there exists
a quaternion manifold Q and a complex holomorphic embedding θ : N →֒ Q.
Suppose At(N) = {(Va, ψa) : a ∈ Λ} is any holomorphic atlas of N , where
Va is open in N ,
⋃
a Va = N , ψa : Va → ψa(Va) ⊂ X = C
n or X = l2(C)
is a homeomorphism for each a, n = dimCM ∈ N or n = ∞ respectively,
{Va : a ∈ Λ} is a locally finite covering of N , ψb ◦ ψ
−1
a is a holomorphic
function on ψa(Va ∩ Vb) for each a, b ∈ Λ such that Va ∩ Vb 6= ∅. For each
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complex holomorphic function f on an open subset V in X there exists a
quaternion holomorphic function F on an open subset U in Y = Hn or
Y = l2(H) respectively such that π1,1(U) = V and F1,1|V e = f |V , where
π1,1 : Ze ⊕ Zi ⊕ Zj ⊕ Zk → Ze ⊕ Zi = X is the projection with Z = R
n
or Z = l2(R) correspondingly, F1,1 := π1,1 ◦ F (see Proposition 3.13 [47] and
use a locally finite covering of V by balls). Therefore, for each two charts
(Va, ψa) and (Vb, ψb) with Va,b := Va ∩ Vb 6= ∅ there exists Ua,b open in Y and
a quaternion holomorphic function Ψb,a such that Ψb,a|ψa(Va,b)e = ψb,a|ψa(Va,b),
where ψb,a := ψb ◦ψ
−1
a , π1,1(Ua,b) = ψa(Va,b). Consider F :=
⊕
a Fa, where Fa
is open in Y , π1,1(Fa) = ψa(Va) for each a ∈ Λ. The equivalence relation C in
the topological space
⊕
a ψa(Va) generated by functions ψb,a has an extension
to the equivalence relationH in F . Then Q := F/H is the desired quaternion
manifold with At(Q) = {(Ψa, Ua) : a ∈ Λ} such that Ψb ◦ Ψ
−1
a = Ψb,a for
each Ua ∩ Ub 6= ∅, Ψ
−1
a |ψa(Va)e = ψ
−1
a |ψa(Va) for each a, Ψ
−1
a : Fa → Ua
is the quaternion homeomorphism. Moreover, each homeomorphism ψa :
Va → ψa(Va) ⊂ X has the quaternion extension up to the homeomorphism
Ψa : Ua → Ψa(Ua) ⊂ Y . The family of embeddings ηa : ψa(Va) →֒ Fa such
that π1,1 ◦ ηa = id together with At(M) induces the complex holomorphic
embedding θ : N →֒ Q. If M is foliated then choose also P foliated such that
dimCMm = dimHPm = n(m) for each m ∈ N (see §2.1.5).
In view of Proposition 3.13 [47] there exists an embedding of Y ξ(M,N)
into Y ξ(P,Q) as the closed submanifold such that a codimension over R of
TfY
ξ(M,N) in TgY
ξ(P,Q) is infinite, where g is a quaternion extension of
g. This is true even in the case when for these manifolds underlying real
manifolds MR and PR, NR and QR are C
∞-diffeomorphic, since quaternion
holomorphic functions need not be a right or left superlinearly superdiffer-
entiable and hence need not in general satisfy complex Cauchy-Riemann
conditions. Uniformities in Y ξ(M,N) and in Y ξ(P,Q) are consistent, hence
embeddings of corresponding groups of loops and groups of diffeomorphisms
are closed.
2.2.2. Remarks and definitions. For investigations of representations
of diffeomorphism groups with the help of quasi-invariant transition mea-
sures induced by stochastic processes at first there are given below necessary
definitions and statements on special kinds of diffeomorphism groups having
Hilbert manifold structures.
Let M and N be real manifolds on Rn or l2 and satisfying Conditions
2.2.(i-vi) [43] or they may be also canonical closed submanifolds of that of
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in [43]. For a field K = R, C or H let l2,δ(K) be a Hilbert space of vectors
x = (xj : xj ∈ K, j ∈ N) such that ‖x‖l2,δ := {
∑∞
j=1 |x
j |2j2δ}1/2 < ∞. For
δ = 0 we omit it as the index. Let also U be an open subset in Rm and
V be an open subset in Rn or l2 over R, where 0 ∈ U and 0 ∈ V with m
and n ∈ N. By H l,θβ,δ(U, V ) is denoted the following completion relative to the
metric qlβ,δ(f, g) of the family of all strongly infinite differentiable functions
f, g : U → V with qlβ,δ(f, θ) < ∞, where θ ∈ C
∞(U, V ), 0 ≤ l ∈ Z, β ∈ R,
∞ > δ ≥ 0, qlβ,δ(f, g) := (
∑
0≤|α|≤l ‖m¯
αδ < x >β+|α| Dαx (f(x) − g(x))‖
2
L2)
1/2,
L2 := L2(U, F ) (for F := Rn or F = l2,δ = l2,δ(R)) is the standard Hilbert
space of all classes of equivalent measurable functions h : U → F for which
there exists a finite norm ‖h‖L2 := (
∫
U |h(x)|
2
Fµm(dx)))
1/2 < ∞, µm denotes
the Lebesgue measure on Rm.
Let also M and N have finite atlases such that M be on XM := R
m
and N on XN := R
n or XN := l2, θ : M →֒ N be a C
∞-mapping, for
example, embedding. Then H l,θβ,δ(M,N) denotes the completion of a family
of all C∞-functions g, f : M → N with κlβ,δ(f, θ) < ∞, where the metric
is given by the following formula κlβ,δ(f, g) = (
∑
i,j[q
l
β,δ(fi,j, gi,j)]
2)1/2, where
fi,j := ψi ◦f ◦φ
−1
j with domains φj(Uj)∩φj(f
−1(Vi)), At(M) := {(Ui, φi) : i}
and At(N) := {(Vj, ψj) : j} are atlases of M and N , Ui is an open subset
in M for each i and Vj is an open subset in N for each j, φi : Ui → XM
and ψj : Vj → XN are homeomorphisms of Ui on φi(Ui) and Vj on ψj(Vj),
respectively. Hilbert spaces H l,θβ,δ(U, F ) and H
l
β,0(TM) are called weighted
Sobolev spaces, where H lβ,δ(TM) := {f : M → TM : f ∈ H
l
β,δ(M,TM),
π ◦ f(x) = x for each x ∈ M} with θ(x) = (x, 0) ∈ TxM for each x ∈
M . From the latter definition it follows, that for such f and g there exists
limR→∞ q
l
β,δ(f |UcR, g|UcR) = 0, when (U, φ) is a chart Hilbertian at infinity, U
c
R
is an exterior of a ball of radius R in U with center in the fixed point x0
relative to the distance function dM in M induced by a Riemannian metric
g (see §2.2(v) [43]). For β = 0 or γ = 0 we omit β or γ respectively in the
notation Dif tβ,γ(M) := H
t,id
β,γ (M,M) ∩Hom(M) and H
l,θ
β,γ.
The uniform space Dif tβ,γ(M) has the group structure relative to the com-
position of diffeomorphisms and is called the diffeomorphism group, where
Hom(M) is the group of all homeomorphisms of M .
Each topologically adjoint space (H lβ(TM))
′ =: H−l−β(TM) also is the
Hilbert space with the standard norm inH ′ such that ‖ζ‖H′ = sup‖f‖H=1 |ζ(f)|.
2.3. Diffeomorphism groups of Gevrey-Sobolev classes of smooth-
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ness. Notes and definitions. Let U and V be open subsets in the Eu-
clidean space Rk with k ∈ N or in the standard separable Hilbert space l2
over R, θ : U → V be a C∞-function (infinitely strongly differentiable), ∞ >
δ ≥ 0 be a parameter. There exists the following metric space H
{l},θ
{γ},δ(U, V )
as the completion of a space of all functions Q := {f : f ∈ E∞,θ∞,δ (U, V ),
there exists n ∈ N such that supp(f) ⊂ U ∩Rn, d{l},{γ},δ(f, θ) < ∞} rela-
tive to the given below metric d{l},{γ},δ :
(i) d{l},{γ},δ(f, g) := sup
x∈U
(
∞∑
n=1
(ρ¯lγ,n,δ(f, g))
2)1/2 <∞
and
limR→∞ d{l},{γ},δ(f |Uc
R
, g|Uc
R
) = 0, when U is a chart Euclidean or Hilber-
tian correspondingly at infinity, f as an argument in ρ¯lγ,n,δ is taken with the
restriction on U ∩Rn, that is, f |U∩Rn : U ∩R
n → f(U) ⊂ V (see also §§2.1-
2.5 [43] and [44] about Et,θβ,γ), ρ¯
l
γ,n,δ(f, id)
2 := ω2n(κ
l
γ,δ(f |(U∩Rn), id|(U∩Rn))
2−
κ
l(n−1)
γ(n−1),δ(f |(U∩Rn−1), id|(U∩Rn−1))
2) for each n > 1 and
ρ¯lγ,1,δ(f, id) := ω1(κ
l
γ,δ(f |(U∩R1), id|(U∩R1)) with q
l
γ,δ and the corresponding
terms κlγ,δ from §2.2.2, l = l(n) > n + 5, γ = γ(n) and l(n + 1) ≥ l(n) for
each n, l(n) ≥ [t] + sign{t} + [n/2] + 3, γ(n) ≥ β + sign{t} + [n/2] + 7/2,
ωn+1 ≥ nωn ≥ 1. Moreover, ρ¯
l
γ,n,δ(f, id)(x
n+1, xn+2, ...) ≥ 0 is the metric by
variables x1, ..., xn in H lγ,δ(U ∩R
n, V ) for f as a function by (x1, ..., xn) such
that ρ¯lγ,n,δ depends on parameters (x
j : j > n). The index θ is omitted when
θ = 0. The series in (i) terminates n ≤ k, when k ∈ N.
Let for M connecting mappings of charts be such that (φj ◦φ
−1
i − idi,j) ∈
H
{l′}
{γ′},χ(Ui,j, l2) for each Ui∩Uj 6= ∅ and the Riemannian metric g be of class of
smoothness H
{l′}
{γ′},χ, where subsets Ui,j are open inR
k or in l2 correspondingly
domains of φj ◦ φ
−1
i , l
′(n) ≥ l(n) + 2, γ′(n) ≥ γ(n) for each n, ∞ > χ ≥ δ,
submanifolds {Mk : k = k(n), n ∈ N} are the same as in Lemma 3.2 [43].
Let N be some manifold satisfying analogous conditions as M . Then there
exists the following uniform space H
{l},θ
{γ},δ,η(M,N) := {f ∈ E
∞,θ
∞,δ (M,N)|(fi,j−
θi,j) ∈ H
{l},θ
{γ},δ(Ui,j , l2) for each charts {Ui, φi} and {Uj, φj} with Ui ∩ Uj 6=
∅, χ{l},{γ},δ,η(f, θ) < ∞ and limR→∞ χ{l},{γ},δ,η(f |Mc
R
, θ|Mc
R
) = 0} and there
exists the corresponding diffeomorphism group Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) := {f : f ∈
Hom(M), f−1 and f ∈ H
{l},id
{γ},δ,η(M,M)} with its topology given by the
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following left-invariant metric χ{l},{γ},δ,η(f, g) := χ{l},{γ},δ,η(g
−1f, id),
(ii) χ{l},{γ},δ,η(f, g) := (
∑
i,j
(d{l},{γ},δ(fi,j , gi,j)i
ηjη)2)1/2 <∞,
gi,j(x) ∈ l2 and fi,j(x) ∈ l2, φi(Ui) ⊂ l2, Ui,j = Ui,j(x
n+1, xn+2, ...) ⊂ l2 is a
domain of fi,j by variables x
1, ..., xn for chosen variables (xj : j > n) due to
the given foliations in M , Ui,j ⊂ R
n →֒ l2, when (x
j : j > n) are fixed and
Ui,j is a domain in R
n by variables (x1, ..., xn), where ∞ > η ≥ 0.
In particular, for the finite dimensional manifoldMn the groupDi
{l}
{γ},δ,η(Mn)
is isomorphic to the diffeomorphism groupDif lγ,δ(Mn) of the weighted Sobolev
class of smoothness H lγ,δ with l = l(n), γ = γ(n), where n = dimR(Mn) <∞.
If manifolds M and N are both supplied (or considered with) either
complex or quaternion structures with corresponding foliations in the in-
finite dimensional case, then in the definitions of H
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M,N), Dif
t
β,γ(M),
Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) impose conditions that these uniform spaces are completions
relative to their uniformities of complex or quaternion holomorphic map-
pings respectively, such that their elements f satisfy in the generalized sense
condition ∂¯f = 0 in the complex case and ∂˜f = 0 in the quaternion case.
This generalized sense of complex or quaternion holomorphicity is induced
by such conditions in the sense of distributions, since each Sobolev space H
on finite dimensional manifold Mn for functions with values in a K-Hilbert
space X has the topologically conjugated space H∗ relative to the complex or
quaternion Hermitian inner product correspondingly. Elements of the above
mentioned uniform spaces are therefore generalized functions on the sub-
spaces of complex or quaternion holomorphic functions in H∗. In the case
of a manifold N modelled on X over K use an atlas of N and transition
mappings of charts in the standard way to get holomorphicity conditions in
the sense of distributions.
2.4. Remarks. Let two sequences be given {l} := {l(n) : n ∈ N} ⊂
Z and {γ} := {γ(n) : n ∈ N} ⊂ R, where manifolds M and {Mk :
k = k(n), n ∈ N} are the same as in §§2.2 and 2.3. Then there ex-
ists the following space H
{l},θ
{γ},δ,η(M,TN). By H
{l},θ
{γ},δ,η(M |TN) it is denoted
its subspace of all functions f : M → TN such that πN(f(x)) = θ(x)
for each x ∈ M , where πN : TN → N is the natural projection, that
is, each such f is a vector field along θ, θ : M → N is a fixed C∞-
mapping. For M = N and θ = id the metric space H
{l},θ
{γ},δ,η(M |TM) is
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denoted by H
{l}
{γ},δ,η(TM). Spaces H
{l},id
{γ},δ,η(Mk|TN) and H
{l}
{γ},δ,η(TM) are
Banach spaces with the norms ‖f‖{l},{γ},δ,η := χ{l},{γ},δ,η(f, f0) denoted by
the same symbol, where f0(x) = (x, 0) and pr2f0(x) = 0 for each x ∈ M .
This definition can be spread on the case l = l(n) < 0, if take sup‖τ‖=1 | <
x >|α|−γ(m)m (D
α
xτi,j , [ζi,j−ξi,j])L2(Ui,j,m,l2,δ)| instead of ‖ < x >
γ(m)+|α|
m D
α
x (ζi,j−
ξi,j)(x)‖L2(Ui,j,m,l2,δ), where τ ∈ H
−l
−γ(Mk|TN), < x >m= (1 +
∑m
i=1(x
i)2)1/2,
Ui,j,m = Ui,j,m(x
m+1, xm+2, ...) denotes the domain of the function ζi,j by
x1, ..., xm for chosen (xj : j > m), ‖ζ‖k(x) are functions by variables (x
i :
i > k). Further the traditional notation is used: sign(ǫ) = 1 for ǫ > 0,
sign(ǫ) = −1 for ǫ < 0, sign(0) = 0, {t} = t− [t] ≥ 0.
2.5. Lemma. Let a manifold M and spaces Etβ,δ(TM) and H
{l}
{γ},δ,η(TM)
be the same as in §§2.2-2.4 with l(k) ≥ [t] + [k/2] + 3 + sign{t}, γ(k) ≥
β + [k/2] + 7/2 + sign{t}. Then there exist constants C > 0 and Cn > 1
for each n such that ‖ζ‖Et
β,δ
(TM) ≤ C‖ζ‖{l},{γ},δ,0 for each ζ ∈ H
{l}
{γ},δ,0(TM),
moreover, there can be chosen ωn ≥ Cn, Cn+1 ≥ k(n+1)(k(n+1)−1)...(k(n)+
1)Cn for each n such that the following inequality be valid: ‖ξ‖Cl′(k)
γ′(k)
(TMk)
≤ Cn‖ξ‖Hl(k)
γ(k)
(TMk)
for each k = k(n), l′(k) = l(k) − [k/2] − 1, γ′(k) =
γ(k)− [k/2]− 1 for each ξ ∈ H
l(k)
γ(k)(TMk).
Proof. In view of theorems from [73] and the inequality
∫
Rm < x >
−m−1
m
dx <∞ (for < x >m taken in R
m with x ∈ Rm) there exists the embedding
H
l(n)
γ(n)(TMn) →֒ C
l′(n)
γ′(n)(TMn) for each n, since 2([n/2]+1) ≥ n+1. Moreover,
due to results of §III.6 [51] there exists a constant Cn > 0 for each k = k(n),
n ∈ N such that ‖ξ‖
C
l′(k)
γ′(k)
(TMk)
≤ Cn‖ξ‖Hl(k)
γ(k)
(TMk)
for each ξ ∈ H
l(k)
γ(k)(TMk).
Then Dαf(x1, ..., xn, ...)−Dαf(y1, ..., yn, ...) =
∞∑
n=0
(Dαf(y1, ..., yn−1, xn, ...)−Dαf(y1, ..., yn, xn+1, ...))
for each f ∈ H
{l}
{γ},δ(TM) in local coordinates, where f(y
1, ..., yn−1, xn, ...) =
f(x1, x2, ..., xn, ...), if n = 0; α = (α1, ..., αm),m ∈ N, αi ∈ No := {0, 1, 2, ...}.
Therefore, for each xn < yn the following inequlity is satisfied:
|Dαf(y1, ..., yn−1, xn, xn+1, ...)−Dαf(y1, ..., yn, xn+1, ...)|l2,δm¯
αδ ≤
[
∫
φj(Uj∩Mk)∋z:=(y1,...,yn−1,zn),xn≤zn≤yn
|Dα∂f(y1, ..., yn−1, zn, xn+1, ...)/∂zn|l2,δdz
n]m¯αδ ≤
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C1
∫ ∫
φj(Uj∩Mk(n+1))∋z:=(y1,...,yn−1,zn,zn+1),xn≤zn≤yn
supx∈M(‖f‖Hl(k(n+8))
γ(k(n+8))
(Mk(n+8)|TM)
< z >
−5/2
n+1 )dz
ndzn+1(n+ 1)−2 ≤ C ′‖f‖{l},{γ},δ,0 × (n + 1)
−2,
when |α| = α1+ ...+αm ≤ l(k), k = k(n) ≥ n, m ≤ n, where C1 = const > 0
and C ′ = const > 0 are constants not depending on n and k; x, y and
(y1, .., yn, xn+1, xn+2, ...) ∈ φj(Uj) for each n ∈ N. This is possible due
to local convexity of the subset φj(Uj) ⊂ l2. Therefore, H
{l}
{γ},δ,0(TM) ⊂
Etβ,δ(TM) and ‖f‖Etβ,δ(TM) ≤ C‖f‖{l},{γ},δ,0 for each f ∈ H
{l}
{γ},δ,0(TM), more-
over, C = C ′
∑∞
n=1 n
−2 < ∞, since supx∈M
∑∞
j=1 gj(x) ≤
∑∞
j=1 supx∈M gj(x)
for each function g : M → [0,∞) and limR→∞ ‖f |Mc
R
‖Et
β,δ
(TM) ≤ C×limR→∞ ‖
f |Mc
R
‖{l},{γ},δ,0 = 0.
The uniform space Etβ,δ(TM) ∩H
{l}
{γ},δ,0(TM) contains the corresponding
cylindrical functions ζ , in particular with supp(ζ) ⊂ Uj ∩Mn for some j ∈ N
and k = k(n), n ∈ N. The linear span of the family K over the field R of all
such functions ζ is dense in Etβ,δ(TM) and in H
{l}
{γ},δ,0(TM) due to the Stone-
Weierstrass theorem, consequently, H
{l}
{γ},δ,0(TM) is dense in E
t
β,δ(TM), since
∂f/∂xn+1 = 0 for cylindrical functions f independent from xn+j for each
j > 0.
2.5.1. Lemma. Let M and N be both either complex or quaternion
manifolds and MR and NR be underlying their Riemann manifolds over
R. Then H := H
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M,N) has a holomorphic embedding into H
R :=
H
{l}
{γ},δ,η(MR, NR) as the closed uniform subspace and the codimension of H
in HR over R is infinite.
Proof. Elements of HR are Fre´chet differentiable, consequently, opera-
tors f 7→ Df are continuous from HR into D(HR). Since D = ∂ + ∂¯ in the
complex case and D = ∂ + ∂˜ in the quaternion case, then the generalized
holomorphicity condition ∂¯f = 0 in the complex case or ∂˜f = 0 in the quater-
nion case defines the closed uniform subspace H in HR. This is correct, since
transition mappings of charts are either complex or quaternion holomorphic
respectively. The uniform subspace of mappings Df 6= ∂f is infinite di-
mensional, since subspaces of locally analytic functions having nonvanishing
series in variables z¯ or z˜ (in local coordinates) are infinite dimensional. Thus
H has an infinite codimension in HR over R.
2.6.1. Note. For a diffeomorphism group Diff tβ,γ(M˜) of a Banach
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manifold M˜ let M be a dense Hilbert submanifold in M˜ as in [43, 44].
2.6.2. Lemma. Let Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) and M be the same as in §2.3 with
values of parameters Cn from Lemma 2.5 for given l(k), γ(k) and k = k(n)
with ωn = l(k(n))!Cn, then Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) is the separable metrizable topological
group dense in Diff tβ,δ(M˜).
In the case of a complex or quaternion manifoldM the groups Diff ξ(M),
Dif tβ,γ(M) and Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) (see §§2.1.5, 2.2, 2.3) are the separable metriz-
able topological groups. They have embeddings as closed subgroups into the
groups Diff ξ(MR), Dif
t
β,γ(MR) and Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(MR) respectively of infinite
codimensions.
Proof. Consider at first the real case. From the results of the paper [57] it
follows that the uniform space Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(Mk) is the topological group for each
finite dimensional submanifold Mk, since l(k) > k+5 and dimRMk = k. The
minimal algebraic group G0 := gr(Q) generated by the family Q := {f : f ∈
E
{l},id
{γ},δ (U, V ) for all possible pairs of charts Ui and Uj with U = φi(Ui) and
V = φj(Uj), supp(f) ⊂ U ∩R
n, f ∈ Hom(M), dimRM ≥ n ∈ N} is dense in
Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) and in Diff
t
β,δ(M) due to the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, since
the union
⋃
kMk is dense in M , where supp(f) := cl{x ∈ M : f(x) 6= x},
cl(B) denotes the closure of a subset B in M . Therefore, Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) and
Diff tβ,δ(M˜) are the separable topological spaces. It remains to verify that
Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) is the topological group. For it can be used Lemma 2.5. For
a > 0 and k ≥ 1 using integration by parts formula we get the following equal-
ity
∫∞
−∞(a
2 + x2)−(k+2)/2dx = ((k − 1)/(ka2))
∫∞
−∞(a
2 + x2)k/2dx, which takes
into account the weight multipliers. Let f, g ∈ Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(V ) for an open subset
V = φj(Uj) ⊂ l2 and χ{l},{γ},δ,η(f, id) < 1/2 and χ{l},{γ},δ,η(g, id) < ∞, then
ρ¯lγ,n,δ(g
−1 ◦ f, id) ≤ Cl,n,γ,δ(ρ¯
4l
γ,n,δ(f, id) + ρ¯
4l
γ,n,δ(g, id)), where 0 < Cl,n,γ,δ ≤ 1
is a constant dependent on l, n, γ and independent from f and g. For the
Bell polynomials Yn there is the following inequality Yn(1, ..., 1) ≤ n!e
n for
each n and Yn(F/2, ..., F/(n + 1)) ≤ (2n)!e
n for F p := Fp = (n + p)p :=
(n + p)...(n + 2)(n + 1) (see Chapter 5 in [64] and Theorem 2.5 in [4]).
The Bell polynomials are given by the following formula Yn(fg1, ..., fgn) :=∑
π(n)(n!fk/(k1!...kn!))(g1/1!)
k1...(gn/n!)
kn , where the sum is by all partitions
π(n) of the number n, this partition is denoted by 1k12k2 ...nkn such that
k1+2k2+ ...+nkn = n and ki is a number of terms equal to i, the total num-
ber of terms in the partition is equal to k = k(π) = k1+....+kn, f
k := fk in the
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Blissar calculus notation. For each n ∈ N, l = l(n) and γ = γ(n) the follow-
ing inequality is satisfied: ρ¯lγ,n,δ(f ◦ g, id) ≤ Yl(f¯ g¯1, ..., f¯ g¯m), ρ¯
l+1
γ,n,δ(f
−1, id) ≤
(3/2)Yl(Fp1/2, ..., Fpm/(m + 1)), where f¯
m := f¯m = ρ¯
m
γ,n,δ(f, id) and F
k :=
Fk = (n + k)k, (n)j := n(n − 1)...(n − j + 1), pk = −f¯k+1(3/2)
k+1. Then∑∞
n=1(2l(k(n)))!e
l(k(n))b4l(k(n))(l(k(n))!)[(4l(k(n)))!]−1 < ∞ for each 0 < b <
∞. Hence due the Cauchy-Schwarz-Bunyakovskii inequality and the condi-
tion C2n > Cn for each n we get: f ◦ g and f
−1 ∈ Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) for each f and
g ∈ Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M), moreover, the operations of composition an inversion are
continuous.
The base of neighborhoods of id in Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) is countable, hence this
group is metrizable, moreover, a metric can be chosen left-invariant due to
Theorem 8.3 [27]. The case Diff ξ(M) for a complex or quaternion manifold
M is analogous to that of considered above. The latter statement follows
from Lemma 2.5.1.
2.7. Lemma. Let G′ := Di
{l”}
{γ”},δ”,η”(M) be a subgroup of G := Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M)
such that m(n) > n/2, l”(n) = l(n)+m(n)n, γ”(n) = max(γ(n)−m(n)n, 0)
for each n, inf−limn→∞m(n)/n = c > 1/2, δ” > δ+1/2,∞ > η” > η+1/2,
η ≥ 0 (see §2.3). Let also G′ := Diff ξ
′
(M ′) be a subgroup of G = Diff ξ(M)
with either a′1 < a1 and c
′
1 < c1 or a
′
1 = a1 and a
′
2 < a2 − 1 and c
′
1 = c1
and c′2 < c2 − 1 for the complex or quaternion manifold M (see §§2.1.5 and
2.2). Then there exists a Hilbert-Schmidt operator of embedding J : Y ′ →֒ Y ,
where Y := TeG and Y
′ := TeG
′ are tangent Hilbert spaces over R, C or H
respectively.
Proof. Consider at first the real case. The natural embedding θk of
the Hilbert spaces H
l(k)−m(k)k,b(k)
γ(k)+m(k)k,δ (Mk,R) into H
l(k),b(k)
γ(k)k,δ (Mk, l2,δ+1+ǫ) is the
Hilbert-Schmidt operator for each k = k(n), n ∈ N (see their definition for
general Banach spaces in [62]). For each chart (Uj, φj) there are linearly
independent functions xmel < x >
ζ
n /m! =: fm,l,n(x), where {el : l ∈ N} ⊂ l2
is the standard orthonormal basis in l2, x
m := xm11 ...x
mn
n , m! = m1!...mn!,
< x >n= (1 +
∑n
i=1(x
i)2)1/2, n ∈ N, ζ(n) = ζ ∈ R. The linear span
over R of the family of all such functions f(x) is dense in Y . Moreover,
Dαf(x) = el
∑(α
β
)
(Dβxm/m!) (Dα−β < x >ζn), where D
α = ∂α
1
1 ...∂
αn
n , ∂i =
∂/∂xi, α = (α
1, ..., αn),
(
α
β
)
=
∏n
i=1
(
αi
βi
)
, 0 ≤ αi ∈ Z, limn→∞ q
n/n! = 0
for each ∞ > q > 0,
∑∞
j,l,n=1
∑
|m|≥m(n),m[jln
nm1...mn]
−(1+2ǫ) < ∞ for each
0 < ǫ < min(c − 1/2, η” − η − 1/2, δ” − δ − 1/2), where m = (m1, ..., mn),
|m| := m1+ ...+mn, 0 ≤ mi ∈ Z. Hence due to §§2.3 and 2.4 the embedding
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J is the Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
In the complex case and quaternion cases it is possible to use the conver-
gence of the series∑∞
j=1
∑∞
n=1(j!)
a′1−a1(n!)c
′
1−c1 <∞ and
∑∞
j=1
∑∞
n=1 j
a′2−a2nc
′
2−c2 <∞.
2.8. Theorems. Let diffeomorphism groups G := Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) and
G := Diff ξ(M) be the same as in §§2.2, 2.3. Then
(i)for each H
{l},id
{γ},δ,η(M,TM)-vector field V its flow ηt
is a one-parameter subgroup of Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M), the curve t 7→ ηt is of class C
1,
the mapping E˜xp : T˜eDi
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) → Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M), is continuous and de-
fined on the neighbourhood T˜eDi
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) of the zero section in TeDi
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M),
V 7→ η1;
(ii) TfDi
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M),= {V ∈ H
{l},id
{γ},δ,η(M,TM)|π ◦ V = f};
(iii) (V,W ) =
∫
M
gf(x)(Vx,Wx)µ(dx)
is a weak Riemannian structure on a Hilbert manifold Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M), where µ
is a measure induced on M by φj and a Gaussian measure with zero mean
value on l2 produced by an injective self-adjoint operator Q : l2 → l2 of trace
class, 0 < µ(M) <∞;
(iv) the Levi-Civita connection ∇ on M induces the Levi-Civita connection
∇ˆ on Di{l}{γ},δ,η(M);
(v) E˜ : TDi
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M)→ Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) is defined by
E˜η(V ) = expη(x)◦Vη on a neighbourhood V¯ of the zero section in TηDi
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M)
and is a H
{l},id
{γ},δ,η-mapping by V onto a neighbourhood Wη = Wid ◦ η of
η ∈ Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M); E˜ is the uniform isomorphism of uniform spaces V¯ and W .
Analogous statements are true for Diff ξ(M) with the class of smoothness
Y ξ,id instead of H
{l},id
{γ},δ,η.
Proof. We have that TfH
{l},θ
{γ},δ,η(M,N) = {g ∈ H
{l},θ
{γ},δ,η(M,TN) : πN ◦
g = f}, where πN : TN → N is the canonical projection. Therefore, the
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tangent space is given by the formula TH
{l},θ
{γ},δ,η(M,N) = H
{l},θ
{γ},δ,η(M,TN) =⋃
f TfH
{l},θ
{γ},δ,η(M,N) and the following mapping wexp : TfH
{l},θ
{γ},δ,η(M,N) →
H
{l},θ
{γ},δ,η(M,N), wexp(g) = exp◦g gives charts forH
{l},θ
{γ},δ,η(M,N), since TN has
an atlas of class H
{l′(n)−1:n}
{γ′(n)+1:n},χ. Apply Theorem 5 about differential equations
on Banach manifolds in §4.2 [38] to the case considered here. Then a vector
field V of class H
{l},θ
{γ},δ,η on M defines a flow ηt of such class, that is dηt/dt =
V ◦ ηt and η0 = e. From the proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 in
[13] we get that ηt is a one-parameter subgroup of Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M), the curve
t 7→ ηt is of class C
1, the map E˜xp : TeDi
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) → Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) defined
by V 7→ η1 is continuous.
Each curve of the form t 7→ E˜(tV ) is a geodesic for V ∈ TηDi
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M)
such that dE˜(tV )/dt is the map m 7→ d(exp(tV (m))/dt = γ′m(t) for each m ∈
M , where γm(t) is a geodesic on M , γm(0) = η(m), γ
′
m(0) = V (m). Indeed,
this follows from an existence of a solution of a corresponding differential
equation in the Hilbert space H
{l},η
{γ},δ,η(M |TM), then we proceed as in the
proof of Theorem 9.1 [13].
From the definition of µ it follows that for each x ∈ M there exists an
open neighbourhood Y ∋ x such that µ(Y ) > 0 [67]. Since t ≥ 1, the scalar
product (iii) gives a weaker topology than the initial H
{l}
{γ},δ,η.
Then the right multiplication αh(f) = f ◦ h, f → f ◦ h is of class C
∞ on
Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) for each h ∈ Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M). Moreover, Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) acts on itself
freely from the right, hence we have the following principal vector bundle
π˜ : TDi
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M)→ Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) with the canonical projection π˜.
Analogously to [13, 43] we get the connection ∇ˆ = ∇ ◦ h over R on
Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M). If ∇ is torsion-free then ∇ˆ is also torsion-free. From this it
follows that the existence of E˜ and Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) is the Hilbert manifold of
class H
{l′(n)−1:n}
{γ′(n)+1:n},χ,η, since exp for M is of class H
{l′(n)−1:n}
{γ′(n)+1:n},δ, f → f ◦ h is a
C∞ mapping with the derivative αh : H
{l},η
{γ},δ,η(M
′, TN) → H
{l},η
{γ},δ,η(M,TN)
whilst h ∈ H
{l},η
{γ},δ,η(M,M
′),
(vi) E˜h(Vˆ ) := exph(x)(V (h(x))), where
(vii) Vˆh = V ◦h, V is a vector field inM , Vˆ is a vector field inDi
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M).
2.9. Theorem. Let M and N be manifolds both either real or com-
plex or quaternion and (LMN)ξ and Diff
ξ
y0
(N) be a group of loops and a
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group of diffeomorphisms preserving a marked point y0 ∈ N , where ξ is a
class of smoothness (see §§2.1, 2.2 and 2.3). Then there exists a topological
locally connected nonlocally compact group which is their semidirect product
Diff ξy0(N)⊗
s (LMN)ξ such that for complex or quaternion manifolds it has
an embedding as the closed subgroup into Diff ξy0(NR) ⊗
s (LMRNR)ξ with
infinite codimension. If M and N are complex manifolds, then there exist
quaternion manifolds P and Q and complex holomorphic embeddings of M
and N into P and Q respectively and an embedding of Diff ξy0(N)⊗
s (LMN)ξ
into Diff ξy0(Q) ⊗
s (LPQ)ξ as a closed subgroup of infinite codimension of
Te(Diff
ξ
y0
(N)⊗s (LMN)ξ) in Te(Diff
ξ
y0
(Q)⊗s (LPQ)ξ).
Proof. Let Diff ξy0(N) be the subgroup of the group of diffeomorphisms
preservind a marked point y0 in N , ζ ∈ Diff
ξ
y0
(N) be a marked element
in this subgroup, then it induces the internal automoprhism Diff ξy0(N) ∋
ψ 7→ ζ ◦ ψ ◦ ζ−1. For each function f : M → N with f(s0) = y0 and each
diffeomorphism ψ ∈ Diff ξy0(N) there is defined a mapping ψ(f) : M → N
such that ψ(f)(s0) = y0. Consider the equivalence relation caused by the
action of Diff ξs0(M) on the space of all such mappings f of the class of
smootness corresponding to ξ. From Theorem 2.1.4.1 it follows, that ψ is an
automorphism of the loop monoid (SMN)ξ, since ψ(ω0) = ω0 and ψ(f1∨f2) =
ψ(f1) ∨ ψ(f2) for each f1 and f2 : M → N with f1(s0) = y0 and f2(s0) = y0,
where ω0(M) := {y0}. In view of Theorem 2.1.7(1) the diffeomorphism ψ
induces the automorphism of the loop group, which it is convenient to denote
by ψ : g ∋ (LMN)ξ 7→ ψ(g). Thus there exists a semidirect product of these
groups for which products of elements (ψ1, g1) and (ψ2, g2) ∈ Diff
ξ
y0(N) ⊗
s
(LMN)ξ are given by the formula: (ψ1, g1)(ψ2, g2) = (ψ1 ◦ ψ2, g1g
ψ1
2 ), where
gψ := ζ ◦ ψ ◦ ζ−1(g) for each g ∈ (LMN)ξ. Since the diffeomorphism group
Diff ξy0(N) is nonlocally compact and locally connected, then such is also
Diff ξy0(N) ⊗
s (LMN)ξ. The latter statements about embeddings follows
from Theorems 2.1.7(4), 2.2.1 and Lemma 2.6.2.
2.10. Theorem. Let G := Diff ξy0(N)⊗
s (LMN)ξ be a semidirect prod-
uct of a group of diffeomorphisms and a group of loops as in §2.9. Then G is
an infinite dimensional uniformly complete Lie group which does not satisfy
even locally the Campbell-Hausdorff formula as well as its closed subgroups
Diff ξy0(N) and (L
MN)ξ, besides the degenerate case of Diff
O(N) for a com-
pact complex manifold N . If both manifolds M and N are either complex or
quaternion, then G has a structure of a complex or a quaternion manifold
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respectively.
Proof. If dimRN > 1, then (L
MN)ξ is infinite dimensional and non-
locally compact manifold (see Theorem 2.1.7). A group Diff ξy0(N) may
be locally compact only for finite dimensional complex manifold N and
ξ = O, but then dimRN > 1, hence G is nonlocally compact in all cases.
Groups Diff ξy0(N) and (L
MN)ξ have structures of smooth manifolds, hence
so is G also, since Diff ξy0(N) acts smoothly on (L
MN)ξ. Group operations
(f, g) 7→ fg−1 are smooth in them, hence they are Lie groups. For both either
complex or quaternion manifolds M and N groups of loops and diffeomor-
phisms have structures of complex and quaternion manifolds respectively,
hence such is their semidirect product also. It is known, that the diffeomor-
phism group does not satisfy the Campbell-Hausdorff formula besides the
case of a compact complex manifold N for DiffO(N) (see [7, 13, 36]). The
uniformities in Diff ξy0(N) and (L
MN)ξ correspond to the class of smooth-
ness characterized by ξ. Thus these subgroups are closed in their semidirect
product.
The loop group (LMN)ξ for dimRN > 1 is nondiscrete. To prove that
it does not satisfy locally the Campbell-Hausdorff formula it is sufficient to
prove it for its subgroup (LMmN)ξ with compact submanifold Mm. Suppose
that it has a nontrivial local one-parameter subgroup {gb : b ∈ (−a, a)} with
a > 1 for an element g corresponding to an equivalence class of a mapping
f : Mm → N , f(s0) = y0, when f is such that supy∈N [card(f
−1(y))] = k <
ℵ0. The condition a > 1 is not restrictive, since it is possible to consider
arbitrary small neighbourhood of e. The existence of a nontrivial local one-
parameter subgroup imply that for each integer 0 6= p ∈ Z there exists
g1/p in (LMmN)ξ such that (g
1/p)p = g. This number p may be arbitrary
large. The mapping fp belonging to the class of equivalence corresponding
to g1/p has at least one restriction fp(s0) = y0, but then wedge product of fp
with itself |p| times and the corresponding equivalence class would give an
element hp in it having at least one point y ∈ N with |p| ≤ card(h
−1
p (y)). On
the other hand, hp(M) = f(M). Then g
k/p with relatively prime k and p,
(k, p) = 1, with p arbitrary large would give in the symmetric neighbourhood
U = U−1 ∋ g 6= e, e /∈ U , elements gk/p in U with mapping representatives
hk/p of these classes having arbitrary large amount of distinct points in Mm
belonging to h−1k/p(y) for each y ∈ f(M) ⊂ N while p tends to the infinity.
But h1 = f has supy∈N [card(h
−1
1 (y))] = k < ℵ0 by the supposition above.
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The diameter of Mm as the metric space is positive together with M
∨p
m .
Since g 6= e, then < hk/p >ξ= g
k/p can not converge to g while k/p ∈ Q
tends to 1. Thus for each neighbourhood V of e in (LMN)ξ there exists
e 6= g ∈ V such that g does not belong to any local one-parameter subgroup.
In G := Diff ξy0(N) ⊗
s (LMN)ξ an element (e, g) does not belong to any
local one-parameter subgroup. Moreover, G does not satisfy the Campbell-
Hausorff formula.
Let now both manifolds M and N be either complex or quaternion, then
the tangent bundle TC1(M,N) is isomorphic with C1(M,TN), since M and
N are C∞-manifolds particularly. Considering continuous piecewise complex
or quaternion holomorphic mappings f from M into N and the completion
of their family by Y ξ-uniformity, we get, that TY ξ(M,N) is isomorphic with
Y ξ(M,TN). If f : M → N then ψj ◦ f ◦ ψ
−1
k has domain in the complex
or quaternion vector space TyN , where (Vj , ψj) is a chart of At(N), y ∈ N ,
Vj ∩ Vk 6= ∅. Consider charts Wk(U) := {f ∈ Y
ξ(M,N) : f(U) ⊂ Vk}, where
U is open in M , then the transition mapping between Wk(U) and Wj(U) is
ψk ◦ψ
−1
j , since from f ∈ Wj(U) it follows, that (ψj ◦ f)(U) ⊂ ψj(Vj) ⊂ TyN .
Since ψk ◦ ψ
−1
j is either complex or quaternion holomorphic, then Y
ξ(M,N)
is complex or quaternion manifold respectively. Since TyN is either complex
or quaternion vector space, then TfY
ξ(M,N) is either complex or quaternion
vector space respectively for each f ∈ Y ξ(M,N). Using constructions above
of G from Y ξ(M,N) and Lemma 2.1.6.2, we get that G has the structure of
either complex or quaternion manifold correspondingly.
2.11. Theorem. A loop group G := (LMN)ξ from §§2.1.5, 2.3 and
diffeomorphism groups G := Diff tβ,γ(M) from [43] and G := Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M)
from §2.3 and G := Diff ξ(M) from §2.2 and their semidirect product G :=
Diff ξy0(N)⊗
s (LMN)ξ have uniform atlases.
Proof. In view of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 [43] and Theorems 2.1.7, 2.2.1,
2.8 above a diffeomorphism group G and a loop group G := (LMN)ξ have
uniform atlases (see §2.1) consistent with their topology, where M is a real
manifold 1 ≤ t < ∞, 0 ≤ β < ∞, 0 ≤ γ ≤ ∞ for a diffeomorphism group
Diff tβ,γ(M) (see [43]). Others parameters are specified in the cited para-
graphs. They also include the particular cases of finite dimensional manifolds
M and N .
The case of complex compact M for G := Diff∞(M) is trivial, since
Diff∞(M) is the finite dimensional Lie group for such M [36].
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In view of Theorems 2.1.7, 2.8, 2.10 and Formulas 2.8.(vi, vii) above and
Theorem 3.3 [43] to satisfy conditions (U1, U2) of §2.1.1 it is sufficient to find
an atlas At(G) of each such group G, for which U1 is a neighbourhood of e,
U1x and U
2
x are for x = e such that φ1(U1) contains a ball of radius r > 0. Due
to an existence of left-invariant metrics in each such topological group and
its paracompactness and separability we can take a locally finite covering
{Uj : g
−1
j Uj ⊂ U1 : j ∈ N}, where {gj : j ∈ N} is a countable subset of
pairwise distinct elements of the group, g1 = e. Using uniform continuity of E˜
we can satisfy (U1, U2) with r > 0, since the manifoldsM for diffeomorphism
groups and N for loop groups also have uniform atlases. Choosing U1 in
addition such that E˜ is bounded on U1U1 and using left shifts Lhg := hg,
where h and g ∈ G, AB := {c : c = ab, a ∈ A, b ∈ B} for A ∪ B ⊂ G,
and Condition (U3) for M and N we get, that there exist sufficiently small
neighbourhoods U1, U
1
e and U
2
e with U
2
eU
2
e ⊂ U
1
e and U
1
x ⊂ xU
1
e , U
2
x ⊂ xU
2
e
for each x ∈ G such that Conditions (U1 − U3) are fulfilled, since uniform
atlases exist on the Banach or Hilbert tangent space TeG.
3 Differentiable transition probabilities on groups.
3.1. Definitions and Notes. Let G be a Hausdorff topological group,
we denote by µ : Af(G, µ) → [0,∞) ⊂ R a σ-additive measure. Its left
shifts µφ(E) := µ(φ
−1 ◦ E) are considered for each E ∈ Af(G, µ), where
Af(G, µ) is the completion of Bf(G) by µ-null sets, Bf(G) is the Borel
σ-field on G, φ ◦ E := {φ ◦ h : h ∈ E}, φ ∈ G. Then µ is called quasi-
invariant if there exists a dense subgroup G′ such that µφ is equivalent to
µ for each φ ∈ G′. Henceforth, we assume that a quasi-invariance factor
ρµ(φ, g) = µφ(dg)/µ(dg) is continuous by (φ, g) ∈ G
′×G, µ(V ) > 0 for some
(open) neighbourhood V ⊂ G of a unit element e ∈ G and µ(G) <∞.
Let (M, F) be a space M of measures on (G,Bf(G)) with values in R and
G” be a dense subgroup in G such that a topology F on M is compatible
with G”, that is, µ 7→ µh is the homomorphism of (M, F) into itself for
each h ∈ G”. Let F be the topology of convergence for each E ∈ Bf(G).
Suppose also that G and G” are real Banach manifolds such that the tangent
space TeG” is dense in TeG, then TG and TG” are also Banach manifolds.
Let Ξ(G”) denotes a set of all differentiable vector fields X on G”, that is,
X are sections of the tangent bundle TG”. We say that a measure µ is
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continuously differentiable if there exists its tangent mapping Tφµφ(E)(Xφ)
corresponding to the strong differentiability relative to Banach structures of
the manifolds G” and TG”. Its differential we denote by Dφµφ(E), hence
Dφµφ(E)(Xφ) is the σ-additive real measure by subsets E ∈ Af(G, µ) for
each φ ∈ G” and X ∈ Ξ(G”) such that Dµ(E) : TG” → R is continuous
for each E ∈ Af(G, µ), where Dφµφ(E) = pr2 ◦ (Tµ)φ(E), pr2 : p × F →
F is the projection in TN , p ∈ N , TpN = F, N is another real Banach
differentiable manifold modelled on a Banach space F, for a differentiable
mapping V : G” → N by TV : TG” → TN is denoted the corresponding
tangent mapping, (Tµ)φ(E) := Tφµφ(E). Then by induction µ is called n
times continuously differentiable if T n−1µ is continuously differentiable such
that T nµ := T (T n−1µ), (Dnµ)φ(E)(X1,φ, ..., Xn,φ) are the σ-additive real
measures by E ∈ Af(G, µ) for each X1,...,Xn ∈ Ξ(G”), where (Xj)φ =: Xj,φ
for each j = 1, ..., n and φ ∈ G”, Dnµ : Af(G, µ)⊗ Ξ(G”)n → R.
3.2. Note. Suppose that in either a Y Υ,b-Hilbert or Y Υ,b,d
′
-manifold N
modelled on l2(K) (see §2.1) there exists a dense Y
Υ,b′- or Y Υ,b
′,d”-Hilbert
submanifold N ′ modelled on l2,ǫ = l2,ǫ(K), K = R or C or H (see §2.2.2),
where
(1) a > b > b′ and c > d′ and either
(2) ∞ > ǫ > 1/2 and d′ ≥ d” or
(3) ∞ > ǫ ≥ 0 and d′ > d” (such that either d′1 > d”1 or d
′
1 = d”1 and
d′2 > d”2 + 1) correspondingly.
If a manifold N is finite dimensional let N ′ = N . Evidently, each Y Υ,b-
manifold is a complex C∞-manifold. Certainly we suppose, that a class
of smoothness of a manifold N ′ is not less than that of N and classes of
smoothness of M and N are not less than that of a given loop group for it
as in §2.1.5 and of G′ as below. For a chosen loop group G = (LMN)ξ let its
dense subgroup G′ := (LMN ′)ξ′ be characterized by parameters:
(a) ξ′ = (Υ, a”) such that a” > b for ξ = O or ξ = H and the Y Υ,b-
manifolds M and N and the Y Υ,b
′
-manifold N ′;
(b) ξ′ = (Υ, a”) such that a > a” > b for ξ = (Υ, a);
(c) ξ′ = (Υ, a”, c”) for ξ = (Υ, a, c) and dimKM = ∞ such that b <
a” < a and d′ < c” < c and either (2) ∞ > ǫ > 1 with d” ≤ d′ or (3)
∞ > ǫ ≥ 0 with d” < d′, such that either d′1 > d”1 or d
′
1 = d”1 and
d′2 > d”2 + 1, where M and N are Y
Υ,b,d′-manifolds, N ′ is the Y Υ,b
′,d”-
manifold, 1 ≤ dimKM =: m <∞ in the cases (a− b), where either a1 > a”1
or a1 = a”1 with a2 > a”2 + 1, analogously for c and c”, b and b
′ instead
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of a and a”. For the corresponding pair G′ := (LMRN
′)ξ′ and G := (L
M
RN)ξ
let indices in (1 − 3) and (a− c) be the same with substitution of ξ = O on
ξ = (∞, H).
For a diffeomorphism group Diff tβ,γ(M˜) of a Banach manifold M˜ let M
be a dense Hilbert submanifold in M˜ as in [43, 44]. For Diff ξy0(N) and
(LMN)ξ consider in G := Diff
ξ
y0(N) ⊗
s (LMN)ξ a dense subgroup G
′ :=
Diff ξ
′
y0(N
′)⊗s (LMN ′)ξ′, where pairs (ξ, ξ
′) are described above.
3.3. Theorem. Let G be either a loop group or a diffeomorphism group
or their semidirect product for real or complex or quaternion separable metriz-
able C∞-manifolds M and N , then there exist a Wiener process on G which
induces quasi-invariant infinite differentiable measures µ relative to a dense
subgroup G′.
For a given pair (G,G′) there exists a family of nonequivalent Wiener
processes on G of the cardinality c = card(R) and a family of the cardinality
c of pairwise orthogonal quasi-invariant C∞-differentiable measures on G
relative to G′.
Proof. These topological groups also have structures of C∞-manifolds,
but they do not satisfy the Campbell-Hausdorff formula (see Theorems 2.1.7,
2.8, 2.10) in any open local subgroup. Their manifold structures and actions
of G′ on G will be sufficient for the construction of desired measures. Mani-
folds over C or H naturally have structures of manifolds over R also.
We take G = G¯ and Y = Y¯ for each loop group (LMN)ξ outlined in
3.2.(b, c), for each diffeomorphism group Diff ξ(M) of a complex or quater-
nion manifold M respectively given above, for each diffeomorphism group
G := Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) for a real manifold M , for corresponding semidirect prod-
ucts of loop and diffeomorphism groups, since such G has a Hilbert manifold
structure (see Theorems 2.1.7, 2.8, 2.10). For G¯ := Diff tβ,γ(M˜) there exists
a Hilbert dense submanifold M in a Banach manifold M˜ (see §2.6) and a
subgroup G := Di
{l}
{γ},δ,η(M) dense in G¯ and a diffeomorphism subgroup G
′
dense in G (see the proof of Theorem 3.10 [44] and Lemma 2.6.2 above), anal-
ogously for loop groups of such classes of smoothness for real manifolds and
corresponding semidirect products of these groups. This G′ can be chosen as
in Lemma 2.7.
For the chosen loop group G = (LMN)ξ let its dense subgroup G
′ :=
(LMN ′)ξ′ be the same as in §3.2 Cases (b, c). In case 3.2.(a) let G¯ = (L
MN)ξ
and G = (LMN ′)ξˆ with ξˆ = (Υ, aˆ) such that aˆ > a”, then G
′ let be as in
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3.2.(a), then also for G := Diff ξy0(N)⊗
s (LMN)ξ take G
′ := Diff ξ
′
y0
(N ′)⊗s
(LMN ′)ξ′.
Then the embedding J : TeG
′ →֒ TeG is the Hilbert-Schmidt operator,
that follows from §2.1 and Lemma 2.7, Theorem 2.10.
On a dense subgroup G′ there exists a 1-parameter group ρ : R×G′ → G′
of diffeomorphisms of G′ generated by a C∞-vector field Xρ on G
′ such that
Xρ(p) = (dρ(s, p)/ds)|s=0, where ρ(s + t, p) = ρ(s, ρ(t, p)) for each s, t ∈ R,
ρ(0, p) = p, ρ(s, ∗) : G′ → G′ is the diffeomorphism for each s ∈ R (about ρ
see §1.10.8 [34]). Then each measure µ on G and ρ produce a 1-parameter
family of measures µs(W ) := µ(ρ(−s,W )). Let τG : TG → G be a tangent
bundle onG. Let also θ : ZG → G be a trivial bundle onG with a fibre Z such
that ZG = Z×G. We suppose also, that L1,2(θ, τG) is an operator bundle with
a fibre L1,2(Z, Y ), where Z,Z1, ..., Zn are Hilbert spaces, Ln,2(Z1, ..., Zn;Z)
is a subspace of a space of all Hilbert-Schmidt n times multilinear operators
from Z1 × ... × Zn into Z (see [6, 62]). Then Ln,2(Z1, ..., Zn;Z) has the
structure of the Hilbert space with the scalar product denoted by
σ2(φ, ψ) :=
∞∑
j1,...,jn=1
(φ(e
(1)
j1 , ..., e
(n)
jn ), ψ(e
(1)
j1 , ..., e
(n)
jn ))
for each pair of its elements φ, ψ. It does not depend on a choice of the or-
thonormal bases {e(k)j : j} in Zk. Let Π := τG⊕L1,2(θ, τG) be a Whitney sum
of bundles τ and L1,2(θ, τG). If (Uj , φj) and (Ul, φl) are two charts of G with
an open non-void intersection Uj ∩Ul, then to a connecting mapping fφl,φj =
φl ◦φ
−1
j there corresponds a connecting mapping fφl,φj×f
′
φl,φj
for the bundle
Π and its charts Uj×(Y ⊕L1,2(Z, Y )) for j = 1 or j = 2, where f
′ denotes the
strong derivative of f , f ′φl,φj : (a
φj , Aφj ) 7→ (f ′φl,φja
φj , f ′φl,φj ◦ A
φj ), aφ ∈ Y
and Aφ ∈ L1,2(Z, Y ) for the chart (U, φ), f
′
φl,φj
◦ Aφj := f ′φl,φjA
φjf ′−1φl,φj .
Such bundles are called quadratic. Then there exists a new bundle J on G
with the same fibre as for Π, but with new connecting mappings: J(fφl,φj) :
(aφj , Aφj) 7→ (f ′φl,φja
φj + tr(f”φl,φj(A
φj , Aφj))/2, f ′φl,φj ◦ A
φj ), where tr(A)
denotes a trace of an operator A. Then using sheafs one gets the Itoˆ functor
I : I(G) → G from the category of manifolds to the category of quadratic
bundles.
For the construction of differentiable measures on the C∞-manifold we
shall use the following statement: if a ∈ C∞(TG′, TG) andA ∈ C∞(TG′, L1,2(TG
′, TG))
and ax ∈ TxG and Ax ∈ L1,2(TxG
′, TxG) for each x ∈ G
′, each derivative by
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x ∈ G′: a(k)x and A
(k)
x is a Hilbert-Schmidt mappings into Y = TeG for each
k ∈ N and supη∈G ‖Aη(t)A
∗
η(t)‖
−1 ≤ C, where C > 0 is a constant, then
the transition probability P (τ, x, t,W ) := P{ω : ξ(t, ω) = x, ξ(t, ω) ∈ W}
is continuously stronlgy C∞-differentiable along vector fields on G′, where
G′ is a dense C∞-submanifold on a space Y ′, Y ′ is a separable real Hilbert
space having embedding into Y as a dense linear subspace (see Theorem 3.3
and the Remark after it in Chapter 4 [6] as well as Theorems 4.2.1, 4.3.1 and
5.3.3 [6], Definitions 3.1 above), W ∈ Ft.
Now let G be a loop or a diffeomorphism group or their semidirect product
of the corresponding manifolds over the field K = R or C or H. Then G has
the manifold structure. If expN : T˜N → N is an exponential mapping of the
manifold N , then it induces the exponential C∞-mapping E˜ : T˜ (LMN)ξ →
(LMN)ξ defined by E˜η(v) = exp
N
η ◦vη (see Theorems 2.1.3.9, 2.1.7 and 2.10),
where T˜N is a neighbourhood of N in a tangent bundle TN , η ∈ (LMN)ξ =:
G, We is a neighbourhood of e in G, Wη = We ◦ η. At first this mapping is
defined on classes of equivalent mappings of the loop monoid (SMN)ξ and
then on elements of the group, since expNf(x) is defined for each x ∈M and f ∈
η ∈ (SMN)ξ. The manifolds G and G
′ are of class C∞ and the exponential
mappings E˜ and E¯ for G and G′ correspondingly are of class (strongly) C∞.
The analogous connection there exists in the diffeomorphism group of the
manifold M satisfying the corresponding conditions (see Theorem 3.3 [43],
§2.3 and Theorem 2.8) for which: E˜η(v) = expη(x) ◦vη for each x ∈ M and
η ∈ G. We can choose the uniform atlases Atu(G) such that Christoffel
symbols Γη are bounded on each chart (see Theorem 2.11). This mapping E˜
is for G as the manifold and has not relations with its group structure such
as given by the Campbell-Hausdorff formula for some Lie group, for example,
finite dimensional Lie group. For the case of manifolds M and N over C we
consider G and others appearing manifolds with their structure over R, since
C = R⊕ iR as the Banach space over R.
The exponential mapping expG : T˜G → G is defined by the formula
X 7→ cX(1). The restriction exp
G |T˜G∩TpG will also be denoted by exp
G
p . Then
there is defined the mapping I(expG) : I(T˜G) → I(G) such that for each
chart (U, φ) the mapping I(expφ) : Y ⊕L1,2(Z, Y )→ Y ⊕L1,2(Z, Y ) is given
by the following formula:
I(expφ)(aφ, Aφ) = (aφ − tr(Γφ(Aφ, Aφ))/2, Aφ),
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where Γ denotes the Christoffel symbol.
Therefore, if Rx,0(a, A) is a germ of diffusion processes at a point y = 0 of
the tangent space TxG, then ˜expxRx,0(a, A) := Rx(I(expx)(a, A)) is a germ of
stochastic processes at a point x of the manifold G. The germs ˜expxRx,0(a, A)
are called stochastic differentials and the Itoˆ bundle is called the bundle of
stochastic differentials such that Rx,0(a, A) =: axdt + Axdw. A section U of
the vector bundle Π = τY ⊕ L1,2(θ, τY ) is called an Itoˆ field on the mani-
fold G and it defines a field of stochastic differentials Rx(I(expx)(a, A)) =
e˜xpx(axdt + Axdw). A random process ξ has a stochastic differential de-
fined by the Itoˆ field U : dξ(s, ω) = ˜expξ(s,ω)R(aξ(s,ω), Aξ(s,ω)) if the following
conditions are satisfied: for νξ(s)-almost every x ∈ Y there exists a neighbour-
hood Vx of a point x and a diffusion process ηx(t, ω) belonging to the germ
Rx(I(expx))(a, A) such that Ps,x{ξ(t, ω) = ηx(t, ω) : ξ(t, ω) ∈ Vx, t ≥ s} = 1
νξ(s)-almost everywhere, where Ps,x(S) := P{S : ξ(s, ω) = x}, S is a P -
measurable subset of Ω, νξ(s)(F ) := P{ω : ξ(s, ω) ∈ F} (see Chapter 4 in
[6]).
If U(t) = (a(t), A(t)) is a time dependent Itoˆ field, then a random process
ξ(t, ω) having for each t ∈ [0, T ] a stochastic differential dξ = expξ(t,ω)(aξ(t,ω)dt+
Aξ(t,ω)dw) is called a stochastic differential equation on the manifold G, the
process ξ(t, ω) is called its solution (see Chapter VII in [11]). As usually a
flow of σ-algebras consistent with the Wiener process w(t, ω) is a monotone
set of σ-algebras Ft such that w(s, ω) is Ft-measurable for each 0 ≤ s ≤ t and
w(τ, ω)− w(s, ω) is independent from Ft for each τ > s ≥ t, where Fs ⊃ Ft
for each 0 ≤ t ≤ s.
Then we consider for a manifold G its Itoˆ bundle for which an Itoˆ field
U has a principal part (aη, Aη), where aη ∈ TηG and Aη ∈ L1,2(H, TηG) and
ker(Aη) = {0}, θ : HG → G is a trivial bundle with a Hilbert fiber H and
HG := G×H , L1,2(θ, τη) is an operator bundle with a fibre L1,2(H, TηG). To
satisfy conditions of the theorem about quasi-invariance and differentiability
of a transition probability we choose A also such that supη∈G ‖Aη(t)A
∗
η(t)‖
−1 ≤
C, where C > 0 is a constant. If an operator B is selfadjoint, then AφηBA
φ
η
∗
is also selfadjoint, where Aη(t) =: A
φj
η (t) is on a chart (Uj , φj). If µB is a
Gaussian measure on TηG with the correlation operator B, then µAφηBAφη
∗ is
the Gaussian measure on X1,η, where B is selfadjoint and ker(B) = {0},
Aη : TηG→ X1,η, X1,η is a Hilbert space. We can take initially µB a cylindri-
cal measure on a Hilbert space X ′ such that TηG
′ ⊂ X ′ ⊂ TηG. If Aη is the
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Hilbert-Schmidt operator with ker(Aη) = {0}, thenA
φ
ηBA
φ
η
∗
is the nondegen-
erate selfadjoint linear operator of trace class and the so called Radonifying
operator Aφη induces the σ-additive measure µAφηBAφη
∗ in the completion X ′1,η
of X ′ with respect to the norm ‖x‖1 := ‖Aηx‖ (see §II.2.4 [11], §I.1.1 [67],
§II.2.4 [61]). Then using cylinder subsets we get a new Gaussian σ-additive
measure on TηG, which we denote also by µAφηBAφη
∗ (see also Theorems I.6.1
and III.1.1 [37]).
If Uj ∩ Ul 6= ∅, then A
φl
η (t) = fφl,φj
′Aφlη (t)fφl,φj
′−1, hence the correla-
tion operator AφηBA
φ
η
∗
is selfadjoint on each chart of G, that produces the
Wiener process correctly. Therefore, we can consider a stochastic process
dξ(t, ω) = E˜ξ(t,ω)[aξ(t,ω)dt + Aξ(t,ω)dw], where w is a Wiener process in TηG
defined with the help of a nuclear nondegenerate selfadjoint positive defi-
nite operator B. The corresponding Gaussian measures µ
tAφηBA
φ
η
∗ for t > 0
(for the Wiener process) are defined on the Borel σ-algebra of TηG and
µ
tAφηBA
φ
η
∗ for such Hilbert-Schmidt nondegenerate linear operators Aη with
ker(Aη) = {0} are σ-additive (see Theorem II.2.1 [11]). If the embedding
operator TηG
′ →֒ TηG is of the Hilbert-Schmidt class, then there exist Aη
and B such that µ
tAφηBA
φ
η
∗ is the quasi-invariant and C∞-differentiable mea-
sure on TηG relative to shifts on vectors from TηG
′ (see Theorem 26.2 [67]
using Carleman-Fredholm determinant and Chapter IV [11] and §5.3 [74]).
Henceforth we impose such conditions on B and Aη for each η ∈ G
′.
Consider left shifts Lh : G→ G such that Lhη := h ◦ η. Let us take ae ∈
TeG, Ae ∈ L1,2(TeG
′, TeG), then we put ax = (DLx)ae and Ax = (DLx) ◦ Ae
for each x ∈ G, hence ax ∈ TeG and Ax ∈ L1,2(Hx, (DLx)TeG), where
(DLx)TeG = TxG and TeG
′ ⊂ TeG, Hx := (DLx)TeG
′. Operators Lh are
(strongly) C∞-differentiable diffeomorphisms of G such that DhLh : TηG →
ThηG is correctly defined, since DhLh = h∗ is the differential of h [13, 14]. In
view of the choice of G′ in G each covariant derivative ∇X1 ...∇Xn(DhLh)Y
is of class Ln+2,2(TG
′n+1 ×G′, TG) for each vector fields X1, ..., Xn, Y on G
′
and h ∈ G′, since for each 0 ≤ l ∈ Z the embedding of T lG′ into T lG is of
Hilbert-Schmidt class, where T 0G := G (above and in [6] mappings of trace
and Hilbert-Schmidt classes were defined for linear mappings on Banach and
Hilbert spaces and then for mappings on vector bundles). Take a dense
subgroup G′ as it was otlined above and consider left shifts Lh for h ∈ G
′.
The considered here groups G are separable, hence the minimal σ-algebra
generated by all cylindrical subalgebras f−1(Bn), n=1,2,..., coincides with
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the σ-algebra B of all Borel subsets of G, where f : G → Rn is a contin-
uous function, Bn is the Borel σ-algebra of R
n. Moreover, G is the topo-
logical Radon space (see Theorem I.1.2 and Proposition I.1.7 [11]). Let
P (t0, ψ, t,W ) := P ({ω : ξ(t0, ω) = ψ, ξ(t, ω) ∈ W}) be a transition probabil-
ity of a stochastic process ξ for 0 ≤ t0 < t, which is defined on a σ-algebra B
of Borel subsets in G, W ∈ B, since each measure µ
AφηBA
φ
η
∗ is defined on the
σ-algebra of Borel subsets of TηG (see above).
If G is a manifold with an uniform atlas (see §2.1) such that an Itoˆ field
(a, A) and Christoffel symbols are bounded, then there exists a unique up
to stochastic equivalence random evolution family S(t, τ) consistent with the
flow of σ-algebras Ft generated by a solution ξ(t, ω) of the stochastic differ-
ential equation dξ = expξ(t,ω)(aξ(t,ω)dt+Aξ(t,ω)dw) on G, that is, ξ(τ, ω) = x,
ξ(t, ω) = S(t, τ, ω)x for each t0 ≤ τ < t <∞ (see Theorem 4.2.1 [6]).
On the other hand, S(t, τ ; gx) = gS(t, τ ; x) is the stochastic evolution
family of operators for each 0 ≤ t0 ≤ τ < t. There exists µ(W ) :=
P (t0, ψ, t,W ) such that it is a σ-additive quasi-invariant strongly C
∞-differentiable
relative to the action of G′ by the left shifts Lh on µ measure on G, for exam-
ple, t0 = 0 and ψ = e with t0 < t, that is, µh(W ) := µ(h
−1W ) is equivalent
to µ and it is strongly infinitely differentiable by h ∈ G′.
The proof in cases G = G¯ is thus obtained. In cases G ⊂ G¯ andG 6= G¯ the
use of the standard procedure of cylinder subsets induce a Weiener process
and a transition probability from G on G¯ which is quasi-invariant and C∞-
differentiable relative to G′ (see aslo [44]). Evidently, considering different
(a, A) we see that there exists a family of nonequivalent Wiener processes on
G of the cardinality c = card(R). In view of the Kakutani theorem in [11]
there exists a family of the cardinality c of pairwise orthogonal quasi-invariant
C∞-differentiable measures on G relative to G′.
3.4. Note. This proof also shows, that µ is infinitely differentiable
relative to each 1-parameter group ρ : R×G′ → G′ of diffeomorphisms of G′
generated by a C∞-vector field Xρ on G
′.
4 Unitary representations associated with quasi-
invariant measures.
4.1.1. Note. A transition probability P =: ν on G induces strongly
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continuous unitary regular representation of G′ given by the following for-
mula: T νh f(g) := (ν
h(dg)/ν(dg))(1+bi)/2f(h−1g) for f ∈ L2(G, ν,C) =: H ,
T νh ∈ U(H), U(H) denotes the unitary group of the Hilbert space H , where
b ∈ R, i = (−1)1/2. For the strong continuity of T νh conditions of the con-
tinuity of the mapping G′ ∋ h 7→ ρν(h, g) ∈ L
1(G, ν,C) and that ν is the
Borel measure are sufficient, where g ∈ G, since ν is the Radon measure
(see its definition in Chapter I [11]). On the other hand, the continuity of
ρν(h, g) = ν
h(dg)/ν(dg) by h from a Polish group G′ into L1(G, ν,C) follows
from the inclusion ρν(h, g) ∈ L
1(G, ν,C) for each h ∈ G′ and that G′ is
a topological subgroup of G. In section 3 mostly Polish groups G¯ and G′
were considered. When G¯ was not Polish it was used an embedding into
G¯ of a Polish subgroup G such that G′ ⊂ G ⊂ G¯ and a measure on G in-
duces a measure on G¯ with the help of an algebra of cylindrical subsets. So
the considered cases of representations reduce to the case of Polish groups
(G,G′).
More generally it is possible to consider instead of a topological group
G a Polish topological space X on which G′ acts jointly continuously: φ :
(G′ × X) ∋ (h, x) 7→ hx =: φ(h, x) ∈ X , φ(e, x) = x for each x ∈ X ,
φ(v, φ(h, x)) = φ(vh, x) for each v and h ∈ G′ and each x ∈ X . If φ is a
Borel function, then it is jointly continuous [20].
A representation T : G′ → U(H) is called topologically irreducible, if
there is not any unitary operator (homeomorphism) S on H and a closed
(Hilbert) subspace H ′ in H such that H ′ is invariant relative to SThS
∗ for
each h ∈ G′, that is, SThS
∗(H ′) ⊂ H ′.
For a topological space S let Sd denotes the derivative set of S, that is,
of all limit points x ∈ cl(S \ {x}), x ∈ S, where cl(A) denotes the closure of
a subset A in S (see §1.3 [18]). A topological space S is called dense in itself
if S ⊂ Sd.
A measure ν on X is called ergodic, if for each U ∈ Af(X, ν) and F ∈
Af(X, ν) with ν(U)×ν(F ) 6= 0 there exists h ∈ G′ such that ν((h◦E)∩F ) 6=
0.
4.1.2. Theorem. Let X be an infinite Polish topological space with a σ-
additive σ-finite nonnegative nonzero ergodic Borel measure ν with supp(ν) =
X and quasi-invariant relative to an infinite dense in itself Polish topological
group G′ acting on X by a Borel function φ. If
(i) spC{ψ| ψ(g) := (ν
h(dg)/ν(dg))(1+bi)/2, h ∈ G′} is dense in H, where
b ∈ R is fixed, and
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(ii) for each f1,j and f2,j in H, j = 1, ..., n, n ∈ N and each ǫ > 0 there
exists h ∈ G′ such that |(Thf1,j, f2,j)| ≤ ǫ|(f1,j , f2,j)|, when |(f1,j , f2,j)| > 0.
Then the regular representation T : G′ → U(H) is topologically irreducible.
Proof. From Condition (i) it follows, that the vector f0 is cyclic, where
f0 ∈ H and f0(g) = 1 for each g ∈ X . In view of card(X) ≥ ℵ0 and an
ergodicity of ν for each n ∈ N there are subsets Uj ∈ Bf(X) and elements
gj ∈ G
′ such that ν((gjUj) ∩ (
⋃
i=1,...,j−1,j+1,...,nUi)) = 0 and
∏n
j=1 νj(Uj) >
0. Together with Condition (ii) this implies, that there is not any finite
dimensional G′-invariant subspace H ′ in H such that ThH
′ ⊂ H ′ for each
h ∈ G′ and H ′ 6= {0}. Hence if there is a G′-invariant closed subspace H ′ 6= 0
in H it is isomorphic with the subspace L2(V, ν,C), where V ∈ Bf(X) with
ν(V ) > 0.
Let AG denotes a ∗-subalgebra of an algebra L(H) of bounded linear
operators on H generated by the family of unitary operators {Th : h ∈ G
′}.
In view of the von Neumann double commuter Theorem (see §VI.24.2 [19])
AG” coincides with the weak and strong operator closures of AG in L(H),
where AG
′ denotes the commuting algebra of AG and AG” = (AG
′)′.
Each Polish space is Cˇech-complete. By the Baire category theorem in a
Cˇech-complete spaceX the union A =
⋃∞
i=1Ai of a sequence of nowhere dense
subsets Ai is a codense subset (see Theorem 3.9.3 [18]). On the other hand,
in view of Theorem 5.8 [27] a subgroup of a topological group is discrete if
and only if it contains an isolated point. Therefore, we can choose
(i) a probability Radon measure λ on G′ such that λ has not any atoms
and supp(λ) = G′. In view of the strong continuity of the regular represen-
tation there exists the S. Bochner integral
∫
X Thf(g)ν(dg) for each f ∈ H ,
which implies its existence in the weak (B. Pettis) sence. The measures ν and
λ are non-negative and bounded, hence H ⊂ L1(X, ν,C) and L2(G′, λ,C) ⊂
L1(G′, λ,C) due to the Cauchy inequality. Therefore, we can apply below the
Fubini Theorem (see §II.16.3 [19]). Let f ∈ H , then there exists a countable
orthonormal base {f j : j ∈ N} in H ⊖ Cf . Then for each n ∈ N the fol-
lowing set Bn := {q ∈ L
2(G′, λ,C) : (f j, f)H =
∫
G′ q(h)(f
j, Thf0)Hλ(dh) for
j = 0, ..., n} is non-empty, since the vector f0 is cyclic, where f
0 := f .
There exists ∞ > R > ‖f‖H such that Bn ∩ B
R =: BRn is non-empty
and weakly compact for each n ∈ N, since BR is weakly compact, where
BR := {q ∈ L2(G′, λ,C) : ‖q‖ ≤ R} (see the Alaoglu-Bourbaki Theorem in
§(9.3.3) [59]). Therefore, BRn is a centered system of closed subsets of B
R,
that is, ∩mn=1B
R
n 6= ∅ for each m ∈ N, hence it has a non-empty intersection,
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consequently, there exists q ∈ L2(G′, λ,C) such that
(ii) f(g) =
∫
G′
q(h)Thf0(g)λ(dh)
for ν-a.e. g ∈ X . If F ∈ L∞(X, ν,C), f1 and f2 ∈ H , then there exist q1 and
q2 ∈ L
2(G′, λ,C) satisfying Equation (ii). Therefore,
(iii) (f1, Ff2)H =: c =
∫
X
∫
G′
∫
G′
q¯1(h1)q2(h2)ρ
(1+bi)/2
ν (h1, g)ρ
(1+bi)/2
ν (h2, g)F (g)λ(dh1)λ(dh2)ν(dg).
Let ξ(h) :=
∫
X
∫
G′
∫
G′
q¯1(h1)q2(h2)ρ
(1+bi)/2
ν (h1, g)ρ
(1+bi)/2
ν (hh2, g)λ(dh1)λ(dh2)ν(dg).
Then there exists β(h) ∈ L2(G′, λ,C) such that
(iv)
∫
G′ β(h)ξ(h)λ(dh) = c.
To prove this we consider two cases. If c = 0 it is sufficient to take β
orthogonal to ξ in L2(G′, λ,C). Each function q ∈ L2(G′, λ,C) can be written
as q = q1 − q2 + iq3 − iq4, where qj(h) ≥ 0 for each h ∈ G′ and j = 1, ..., 4,
hence we obtain the corresponding decomposition for ξ, ξ =
∑
j,k b
j,kξj,k,
where ξj,k corresponds to qj1 and q
k
2 , where b
j,k ∈ {1,−1, i,−i}. If c 6= 0 we
can choose (j0, k0) for which ξ
j0,k0 6= 0 and
(v) β is orthogonal to others ξj,k with (j, k) 6= (j0, k0).
Otherwise, if ξj,k = 0 for each (j, k), then qjl (h) = 0 for each (l, j) and λ-a.e.
h ∈ G′, since
ξ(0) =
∫
X
ν(dg)(
∫
G′
q¯1(h1)ρ
(1+bi)/2
ν (h1, g)λ(dh1))(
∫
G′
q2(h2)ρ
(1+bi)/2
ν (h2, g)λ(dh2)) = 0
and this implies c = 0, which is the contradiction with the assumption c 6= 0.
Hence there exists β satisfying conditions (iv, v).
Let a(x) ∈ L∞(X, ν,C), f and g ∈ H , β(h) ∈ L2(G′, λ,C). Since
L2(G′, λ,C) is infinite dimensional, then for each finite family of a ∈ {a1, ..., am} ⊂
L∞(X, ν,C), f ∈ {f1, ..., fm} ⊂ H there exists β(h) ∈ L
2(G′, λ,C), h ∈ G′,
such that β is orthogonal to
∫
X f¯s(g)[fj(h
−1g)(ρν(h, g))
(1+bi)/2 − fj(g)]ν(dg)
for each s, j = 1, ..., m. Hence each operator of multiplication on aj(g) be-
longs to AG”, since due to Formula (iv) and Condition (v) there exists β(h)
such that
(fs, ajfl) =
∫
X
∫
G′
f¯s(g)β(h)(ρν(h, g))
(1+bi)/2fl(h
−1g)λ(dh)ν(dg) =
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=
∫
X
∫
G′
f¯s(g)β(h)(Thfl(g))λ(dh)ν(dg),
∫
X
f¯s(g)aj(g)fl(g)ν(dg) =
=
∫
X
∫
G′
f¯s(g)β(h)fl(g)λ(dh)ν(dg) = (fs, ajfl).
Hence AG” contains subalgebra of all operators of multiplication on functions
from L∞(X, ν,C). WithG′ and a Banach algebra A the trivial Banach bundle
B = A×G′ is associative, in particular let A = C (see §VIII.2.7 [19]).
The regular representation T of G′ gives rise to a canonical regular H-
projection-valued measure P¯ : P¯ (W )f = ChW f , where f ∈ H , W ∈ Bf(X),
ChW is the characteristic function of W . Therefore, ThP¯ (W ) = P¯ (h ◦W )Th
for each h ∈ G′ and W ∈ Bf(X), since ρν(h, h
−1 ◦ g)ρν(h, g) = 1 = ρν(e, g)
for each (h, g) ∈ G′ × X , ChW (h
−1 ◦ g) = Chh◦W (g) and Th(P¯ (W )f(g)) =
ρν(h, g)
(1+bi)/2P¯ (h◦W )f(h−1◦g). Thus < T, P¯ > is a system of imprimitivity
for G′ over X , which is denoted Tν. This means that conditions SI(i− iii)
are satisfied:
SI(i) T is a unitary representation of G′;
SI(ii) P¯ is a regular H-projection-valued Borel measure on X and
SI(iii) ThP¯ (W ) = P¯ (h ◦W )Th for all h ∈ G
′ and W ∈ Bf(X).
For each F ∈ L∞(X, ν,C) let α¯F be the operator in L(H) consisting of
multiplication by F : α¯F (f) = Ff for each f ∈ H . The map F → α¯F is an
isometric ∗-isomorphism of L∞(X, ν,C) into L(H) (see §VIII.19.2[19]).
If p¯ is a projection onto a closed Tν-stable subspace of H , then p¯ com-
mutes with all P¯ (W ). Hence p¯ commutes with multiplication by all F ∈
L∞(X, ν,C), so by §VIII.19.2 [19] p¯ = P¯ (V ), where V ∈ Bf(X). Also p¯
commutes with all Th, h ∈ G
′, consequently, (h ◦ V ) \ V and (h−1 ◦ V ) \ V
are ν-null for each h ∈ G′, hence ν((h ◦ V ) △ V ) = 0 for all h ∈ G′. In
view of ergodicity of ν and Proposition VIII.19.5 [19] either ν(V ) = 0 or
ν(X \ V ) = 0, hence either p¯ = 0 or p¯ = I, where I is the unit operator.
Hence T is the irreducible unitary representation.
4.2. Theorem. On a loop group or a diffeomorphism group or on
their semidirect product G there exists a stochastic process, which gener-
ates a quasi-invariant measure µ relative to a dense subgroup G′ such that
an associated regular unitary representation T µ : G′ → U(L2(G, µ,C)) is
irreducible. The family Ψ of such pairwise nonequivalent irreducible unitary
representations has the cardinality card(Ψ) = card(R).
Proof. From the construction of G′ and µ in §3.2 and Theorem 3.3 it
follows that, if a function f ∈ L1(G, µ,C) satisfies the following condition
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fh(g) = f(g) (mod µ) by g ∈ G for each h ∈ G′, then f(x) = const (mod µ),
where fh(g) := f(hg), g ∈ G.
Let f(g) = ChU(g) be the characteristic function of a subset U , U ⊂ G,
U ∈ Af(G, µ), then f(hg) = 1 ⇔ g ∈ h−1U . If fh(g) = f(g) is accomplished
by g ∈ G µ-almost everywhere, then µ({g ∈ G : fh(g) 6= f(g)}) = 0, that is
µ((h−1U)△ U) = 0, consequently, the measure µ satisfies the condition (P )
from §VIII.19.5 [19], where A△B := (A\B)∪(B\A) for each A,B ⊂ G. For
each subset E ⊂ G the outer measure is bounded, µ∗(E) ≤ 1, since µ(G) = 1
and µ is non-negative, consequently, there exists F ∈ Bf(G) such that F ⊃ E
and µ(F ) = µ∗(E). This F may be interpreted as the representative of the
least upper bound in Bf(G) relative to the latter equality. In view of the
Proposition VIII.19.5 [19] the measure µ is ergodic.
In view of Theorems 2.1.7, 2.8, 2.10 the Wiener process on the Hilbert
manifold G induces the Wiener process on the Hilbert space TeG with the
help of the manifold exponential mapping. Then the left action Lh of G
′
on G induces the local left action of G′ on a neighbourhood V of 0 in
TeG with ν(V ) > 0, where ν is induced by µ. A class of compact sub-
sets approximates from below each measure µf , µf(dg) := |f(g)|µ(dg), where
f ∈ L2(G, µ,C) =: H . Due to the Egorov Theorem II.1.11 [19] for each ǫ > 0
and for each sequence fn(g) converging to f(g) for µ-almost every g ∈ G,
when n→∞, there exists a compact subset K in G such that µ(G \ K) < ǫ
and fn(g) converges on K uniformly by g ∈ K, when n→∞.
In view of Lemma IV.4.8 [61] the set of random variables {φ(Bt1 , ..., Btn) :
ti ∈ [t0, T ], φ ∈ C
∞
0 (R
n), n ∈ N} is dense in L2(FT , µ), where T > t0. In
accordance with Lemma IV.4.9 [61] the linear span of random variables of
the type {exp{
∫ T
0 h(t)dBt(ω) −
∫ T
0 h
2(t)dt/2} : h ∈ L2[t0, T ] (determin-
istic) } is dense in L2(FT , µ), where T > t0. Therefore, in view of Gir-
sanov Theorem 2.1.1 and Theorem 5.4.2 [74] the following space spC{ψ(g) :=
(ρ(h, g))(1+bi)/2 : h ∈ G′} =: Q is dense inH , since ρµ(e, g) = 1 for each g ∈ G
and Lh : G → G are diffeomorphisms of the manifold G, Lh(g) = hg, where
b ∈ R is fixed. Finally we get from Theorem 3.3 above that there exists µ,
which is ergodic and Conditions (i, ii) of Theorem 4.1.2 are satisfied. Evi-
dently G′ and G are infinite and dense in themselves. Hence from Theorem
4.1.2 the statement of this theorem, follows.
In view of Theorems 3.10 and 3.13 [45] a pair of representations T µ and
T ν generated by quasi-invariant measures µ and ν is equivalent if and only
if measures µ and ν are equivalent. Considering different Wiener processes
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on G, their transition probabilities and using the Kakutani theorem [11] it
is possible to construct a family Ψ of pairwise nonequivalent measures and
representations such that card(Ψ) = card(R).
4.3. Note. Analogously to §3.3 there can be constructed quasi-invariant
and differentiable measures on the manifold M relative to the action of the
diffeomorphism group GM such that G
′ ⊂ GM . Then Poisson measures on
configuration spaces associated with either G or M can be constructed and
producing new unitary representations including irreducible as in [45].
Having a restriction of a transition measure µ from §3.3 on a proper open
neighbourhood of e in G it is possible to construct a quasi-invariant σ-finite
nonnegative measure m on G such that m(G) = ∞ using left shifts Lh on
the paracompact G. Analogously such measure can be constructed on the
manifold M in the case of the diffeomorphism group using Wiener processes
on M . For definite µ in view of Theorems 2.9 [45] and 4.2 the corresponding
Poisson measure Pm is ergodic. Therefore, Theorems 3.4, 3.6, 3.9, 3.10, 3.13
and 3.14 [45] also encompass the corresponding class of measures m and Pm
arising from the constructed in §3.3 transition measures.
4.4. Theorem. Let G be an infinite dimensional Lindelo¨f C∞-Lie group
and G′ be its dense subgroup such that relative to their own uniformities G
and G′ have structures of Banach manifolds with the Hilbert-Schmidt oper-
ator of embedding A : TeG
′ →֒ TeG. Suppose that T : G
′ → U(H) is a
strongly continuous injective unitary representation of G′ such that T (G′) is
a complete uniform subspace in U(H) supplied with strong topology. Then
there exists on G a quasi-invariant probability measure µ relative to G′. If T
is topologically reducible, then µ is isomorphic to product of measures µk on
G quasi-invariant relative to G′.
Proof. Since G and G′ are infinite dimensional and Lindelo¨f, then G and
G′ have countable bases of neighbourhoods of e relative to their topologies
τ and τ ′ respectively, hence they are mertizable [27]. Since G and G′ are
Lindelo¨f and metrizable, then they are separable [18]. Therefore, TeG and
TeG
′ are Lindelo¨f and separable.
In view of Proposition II.1 [60] for the separable Hilbert space H the
unitary group endowed with the strong operator topology U(H)s is the Polish
group. Let U(H)n be the unitary group with the metric induced by the
operator norm. In view of the Pickrell’s theorem (see §II.2 [60]): if π :
U(H)n → U(V )s is a continuous representation of U(H)n on the separable
Hilbert space V , then π is also continuous as a homomorphism from U(H)s
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into U(V )s. Therefore, if T : G
′ → U(H)s is a continous representation,
then there are new representations π ◦ T : G′ → U(V )s. On the other
hand, the unitary representation theory of U(H)n is the same as that of
U∞(H) := U(H) ∩ (1 + L0(H)), since the group U∞(H) is dense in U(H)s,
where L0(H) denotes the Banach space of R-linear compact operators from
H into H . If H1 is an invariant subspace of a representation T , then H1 is
separable, since G′ is Lindelo¨f and separable. That is there exists a unitary
operator S ∈ U(H) such that {SThS
∗ : h ∈ G′} leaves invariant subspaces H1
and H ⊖H1, since each operator SThS
∗ is unitary. Therefore, there exists a
representation 1T : G
′ → U(H1), which is strongly continuous and injective.
For a Hilbert space H1, the tangent space TeU∞(H1) can be supplied with
the natural Banach space structure.
The norm topology and strong operator topologies induce the same al-
gebra of Borel subsets of U(H1), since relative to these topologies U(H1) is
Lindelo¨f. Consider a rigged Hilbert space X+ →֒ X0 →֒ X− with a nondegen-
erate positive definite nuclear operator of embeddingW : X+ →֒ X−. Choose
X0 ⊂ TeU(H1) andW < A
2. Then take onX− a Gaussian measure ν induced
by a cylindrical Gaussian measure λI on X0 with the unit correlation oper-
ator. The unitary group U∞(H1) satisfies the Campbell-Hausdorff formula,
hence a measure ν induces a measure ψ on U∞(H1). Consider a space LA(H1)
of all R-linear operators K from H1 into H1 such that KA is a bounded op-
erator and put ‖K‖A := ‖KA‖, then LA(H1) is the Banach space. Then
the completion of U(H1) relative to the uniformity induced by LA(H1) gives
the uniform space denoted by U¯(H1). Supply LA(H1) by the strong topol-
ogy with a base of neighbourhoods of zero Wǫ(x1, ..., xn) := {K ∈ LA(H1) :
‖KAxj‖H1 < ǫ, j = 1, ..., n}, where x1, ..., xn ∈ H1, which generates a uni-
formity. It induces the strong topology s¯ in U¯(H1). Relative to such strong
topology we denote it by U¯(H1)s¯.
Using cylindrical subsets generated by projections on finite dimensional
subspaces in TeU∞(H1) with the help of finite dimensional subalgebras TeU(n)
embedded into TeU∞(H1) induce a measure ψ from U∞(H1) on U¯(H1), which
is the C∞-manifold. Consider a C∞-vector field X in U¯(H1)s¯, then it induces
a local one-parameter group of diffeomorhisms gtX acting from the left on
U(H1) and hence on U¯(H1) such that ∂g
t
X/∂t|t=0 = X , where t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ) ⊂
R, ǫ > 0. On the other hand, U∞(H1) satisfies the Campbell-Hausdorff for-
mula. Thus ψ can be chosen σ-additive and quasi-invariant on the manifold
U¯(H1) relative to the left action of U(H1) (see [11]).
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Since T (G′) is complete relative to the strong unifomity inherited from
U(H)s, then T (G
′) is closed in U(H)s (see about complete uniform spaces
in [18]). Thus A : TeG
′ →֒ TeG, T : G
′ → U(H) and exponential mappings
of G′ and G as manifolds induce an embedding of G into U¯(H)s¯. Denote
images of G′ and G in U(H)s and in U¯(H)s¯ under embeddings by the same
letters G′ and G. There exists a retraction r : U¯(H1)s¯ → G, since G
′ is
closed in U(H1)s relative to the topology s in U(H1)s induced by the strong
operator topology, where r|G′ = id, r(U(H1)) = G
′, r(U¯(H1)) = G, r :
U¯(H1)s¯ → G and r|U(H1) : U(H1)s → G
′ are continuous (see about retractions
in [30]). Therefore, ν induces a Gaussian σ-additive measure ζ on G, where
ζ(V ) := ψ(r−1(V )) for each Borel subset V in G. Since G and G′ are C∞-Lie
groups, then they have C∞-manifold structures such that exp : T˜G→ G and
exp : T˜G′ → G′ are C∞-mappings, where T˜G denotes a neighbourhood of G
in TG. Thus (exp ◦A ◦ exp−1)′ − I is the Hilbert-Schmidt operator and by
Theorem II.4.4 [11] ψ induces a σ-additive quasi-invariant measure ζ on the
Borel algebra of G relative to the left action of G′, since Th1Th2 = Th1h2 for
each h1 and h2 in G
′. Instead of a concrete Gaussian measure it is possible
to induce a quasi-invariant measure on U¯(H1) with the help of a positive
definite functional on TeU(H1) satisfying the Sazonov theorem.
If T is topologically reducible, then there exists at least two invariant
subspaces H1 and H2 in H relative to SThS
∗ for each h ∈ G′, where S is a
fixed unitary operator. Then a product measure on U¯(H1)×U¯(H2) induces a
product measure on G. Since H is separable, then such product can contain
only countable product of probability measures. In view of the Kakutani
theorem it can be chosen quasi-invariant relative to the left action of G′.
4.5. Proposition. Consider the semidirect product G := Diff ξy0(N)⊗
s
(LMN)ξ of a group of diffeomorphisms and a group of loops, where ξ is such
that Y ξ(M,N) ⊂ C∞(M,N). Then the tangent space TeG =: g can be
supplied with the algebra structure.
Proof. Since TC∞(M,N) = C∞(M,TN), then TeDiff
ξ(N) is isomor-
phic to the algebra Σ(N) of Y ξ-vector fields on N . For the proof consider foli-
ated structure ofM with foliated submanifoldsMm inM such that
⋃
mMm is
dense in M . Consider subgroups and subspaces corresponding to restrictions
on Mm and then use completion of the strict inductive limits of subgroups
and subalgebars to get general statement.
For each f ∈ Y ξ(Mm, s0,m;N, y0) the Riemannian volume element νm
in Mm, where dimKMm =: m, induces due to the Morse theorem natural
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coordinates in f(Mm) defined almost everywhere in f(Mm) relative to the
measure µm on f(Mm) such that µm(V ) := νm(f
−1(V )) for each Borel sub-
set V in f(Mm). Let x1, ..., xkm be natural coordinates in f(Mm), where
k = dimRK, K = R or C or H. Consider g ∈ TY
ξ(Mm, s0,m;N, y0), then
limx→1¯ pr2(g(x)) =: zg ∈ Ty0N , where 1¯ := (1, ..., 1) ∈ R
km, xl ∈ [0, 1]
for each l = 1, ..., km, pr2 : TN → Z is the natural projection, where
{y} × Z = TyN for each y ∈ N , Z is the vector space over K. There-
fore, limx→1¯ pr2(g(x))−x1...xkmzg = 0, consequently, Tw0Y
ξ(Mm, s0,m;N, y0)
is isomorphic with Y ξ(Mm, s0,m;Ty0N, y0 × 0)⊗ Z. The latter space has K-
vector structure and the wedge combination g ∨ f of mappings g and f and
the equivalence relation Rξ induce the monoid structure, hence Te(S
MN)ξ is
isomorphic with (SMZ)ξ ⊗ Z and inevitably Te(L
MN)ξ is isomorphic with
(LMZ)ξ ⊗ Z which is the K-vector space and (f, v) ◦ (g, w) := (f ◦ g, v +w)
gives the algebra structure in Te(L
MN)ξ, where f, g ∈ (L
MZ), v, w ∈ Z.
If X,P ∈ Σ(N), then there exists a Lie algebra structure [X,P ] in Σ(N).
For P ∈ Y ξ(Mm, TN) there exists ∇XP . Thus Te(Diff
ξ
y0(N)⊗
s (LMN)ξ) is
isomorphic with the semidirect product of algebras Σ0(N) ⊗
s [(LMZ) ⊗ Z],
where Σ0(N) is a subalgebra of all X ∈ Σ(N) such that π(X(y0)) = y0,
where π : TN → N is the natural projection.
4.6. Definition. We call the algebra g from Proposition 4.5 by the vector
field loop algebra. The algebra TeDiff
ξ(N) =: g(N) is called the algebra of
vector fields (in N). The algbera Te(L
MN)ξ we call the loop algebra.
ForN = S4 supplied with the quaternion manifold structure (see §2.1.3.6)
consider the semidirect product of groupsDiffH(S4)⊗sH, whereH is consid-
ered as the additive group. Then we call Te(Diff
H(S4)⊗H)O =: (g(S
4)⊗h)O
the quaternion Virasoro algebra, where gO denotes the octonified algebra g,
O denotes the octonion division algebra (over R).
4.7. Theorem. Let g′ be a vector field loop algebra or an algebra of
vector fields or a loop algebra. Then there exists a family Φ of the cardinality
card(Φ) = card(R) of infinite dimensional pairwise nonequivalent represen-
tations t : g′ → gl(H), where gl(H) denotes the general linear algebra of the
Hilbert space H over R.
Proof. Let L be the category of Lie groups with differentiable morphisms,
let also A be the category of algebras over R. Use the tangent covariant
functor T from the category L into A such that for each object L ∈ L we
have T (L) = A ∈ A and T : Mor(L, L′)→ Mor(A,A′) such that T (αα′) =
T (α)T (α′) for each α ∈ Mor(L, L′) and α′ ∈ Mor(L′, L”), T (1A) = 1T (A).
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In particular, for a differentiable unitary representation α ∈ Mor(G,U(H))
we get T (α) ∈Mor(g, u(H)).
Consider at first a unitary representation of the group G given by Theo-
rem 4.2 such that it is induced by the differentiable measure. Since G has the
C∞-manifold structure, then the operator Lh : G→ G such that Lh(g) := hg
for each h, g ∈ G is strongly differentiable. Relative to a strongly differen-
tiable operator S on a Banach space such that S ′− I is the Hilbert-Schmidt
operator the Gaussian transition measure transforms in accordance with The-
orem II.4.4 [11]. In accordance with Theorem 3.4.3 [6] for each k ∈ N the
solution ξ of the stochastic equation from §3.3 possesses k bounded Fre´chet
derivatives relative to the action of Lh up to stochastic equivalence of the so-
lution. The exponential mapping exp of G as the manifold is also of class C∞.
The measures considered in Theorem 3.3 are infinite differentiable relative to
left shifts Lh of a dense subgroup G
′ in G. Thus the quasi-invariance factor
ρµ(h, g) is also strongly differentiable by h ∈ G
′. Therefore, the irreducible
unitary representation of G′ in U(H) is strongly differentiable and induces
the representation t : g′ → u(H), where g′ = TeG
′ and u(H) = TeU(H). On
the other hand, each unitary group U∞(H) of a complex separable Hilbert
space H is isomorphic with the general linear group GL∞(HR) of compact
R-linear operators from HR into HR, where HR is the space H considered
over R which is induced by the isomorphism of C as the R-linear space with
R2. Thus u(H) is isomorphic with the general R-linear algebra gl∞(HR)
of all compact R-linear operators w : HR → HR. The group U∞(H) is
dense in U(H)s, consequently, strongly continuous irreducible representation
T : G′ → U(H) induces the irreducible representation t : g′ → gl(HR), where
gl(HR) denotes the algebra of all continuous R-linear operators from HR into
HR. Since card(Ψ0) = card(R) in Theorem 4.2 for the subfamily Ψ0 of Ψ of
strongly differentiable unitary representations, hence card(Φ) = card(R).
4.8. Theorem. The algebra (g(S4)⊗s h)O is the algebra over octonion
division algebra O such that there exists an embedding into it of the standard
Virasoro algebra of S1. A set of generators of (g(S4)⊗s h)O is {exp(lmz) :
m ∈ Z} ∪ {y}, where O = H⊕Hl, l is the doubling generator of O over H,
y, z ∈ H.
Proof. Mention that H is the Abelian Lie group when H is consid-
ered as the additive group. Then to it there corresponds the Lie algebra h
over R. The unit sphere S4 is homeomorphic with the one-point (Alexan-
droff) compactification of H. There exists the epimorphism exp : I3 →
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S(O, 0, 1), where I3 := {y ∈ O : Re(y) = 0}, S(O, 0, 1) := {z ∈ O :
|z| = 1} (see Corollary 3.5 [48]). Therefore, exp(lH) is the four dimen-
sional unit sphere S4 embedded into S(O, 0, 1). In view of Corollary 3.4
[48] exp(z(1 + 2πk/|z|)) = exp(z) for each 0 6= z ∈ I3, exp(0) = 1. In
the O-vector space C0(B(lH, 0, 1),O) is dense the subspace of polynomi-
als Pn(lz) =
∑
|v|≤n{(av, (lz)
v)}q(2|v|), where z ∈ H, avk ∈ O for each k,
(av, x
v) := av1x
v1 ...avpx
vp , p ∈ N, v = (v1, ..., vp), 0 ≤ vk ∈ N, |v| :=
v1+...+vp, {b1...bp}q(p) denotes the product of octonions b1, ..., bp in an associ-
ation order prescribed by the vector q(p), B(X, z, r) := {y ∈ X : ρ(z, y) ≤ r}
denotes the ball in the metric space (X, ρ), r > 0, z ∈ X (see §2.1 [48]).
From this it follows, that the O-vector space C0(S4,O) is R-linearly isomor-
phic with the O-vector space of continuous functions f : H → O periodic
in the following manner: f(z + 2πkz/|z|) = f(z) for each 0 6= z ∈ H and
each k ∈ Z. Each function exp(lmz) has the decomposition into the se-
ries exp(lmz) =
∑∞
p=0(lmz)
p/p! converging on H, where z ∈ H, m ∈ Z.
Therefore, the system of equations
(i) (lz)k =
∑
m am,k exp(lmz)
is equivalent to
∑
m am,km
p/p! = δk,p and the latter has the real solution
am,k ∈ R for each m, k, where δm,k = 1 for m = k and δm,k = 0 for m 6= k
is the Kronerek delta. These expansion coefficients am,k can be expressed in
the form:
(ii) am,k =
∫
B(lz)
k exp(lmz)λ(dz)/λ(B),
where λ 6= 0 denotes the measure on H induced by the Lebesgue measure on
R4, B := B(H, 0, 2π).
Thus Km := exp(lmz)l
∗∂/∂z is the basis of generators of the algebra of
vector fields on S4 = exp(lH), z ∈ H, where ∂/∂z denotes the superdifferen-
tiation by the quaternion variable z. Consider the subgroup DiffH,p(B) of
DiffH(B) consisting of periodic diffeomorphisms f(z(1 + 2πk/|z|)) = f(z)
for each 0 6= z ∈ H. Then put
(iii) c(f, g) :=
∫
B Ln(f
′(g(z)).1)dLn(g′(z).1) for each f, g ∈ DiffH,p(B)
and define the semidirect product DiffH,p(B)⊗s H such that
(iv) (g(z), y1)(f(z), y2) := (f(g(z)), y1 + y2 + c(f, g)),
where Ln denotes the logarithmic function for O (see about Ln in [48]). This
induces the semidirect productDiffH(S4)⊗sH. Therefore, Te(Diff
H(S4)⊗s
H)O is the algebra overO denoted by (g(S
4)⊗sh)O which is the octonification
of Te(Diff
H(S4) ⊗s H), that is obtained by extension of scalars (expansion
coefficients) from H to O. In view Formulas (i − iv) (g(S4) ⊗s h)O has the
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basis of generators Am = Km + wmy, where wm ∈ R is a constant for each
m ∈ Z, y ∈ H. Thus [Am, y] = 0 for each m ∈ Z and y belongs to the
center of this algebra, y ∈ Z((g(S4)⊗s h)O). Let f(z) be a quaternion holo-
morphic function from H into O. Then [Kn, Km]f(z) = {(Kn exp(lmz)) −
(Km exp(lnz))}l
∗∂f(z)/∂z. On the other hand, ∂f(z)/∂zp = (∂f(z)/∂z).ip,
where z =
∑3
p=0 zpip, zp ∈ R, ip ∈ {1, i, j, k}, ∂f(z)/∂z is generally neither
right nor left linear operator in H. It remains to calculate (Kn exp(lmz)).ip
to verify, that [An, Am] ∈ (g(S
4)⊗s h)O and embed into it the Virasoro alge-
bra of S1, where ip ∈ {1, i, j, k}, p = 0, 1, 2, 3. Evidently, [Kn, Km].1f(z) :=
(m − n)Km+n.1f(z), where (∂/∂z).1 =: ∂/∂z1. Then (∂ exp(lmz)/∂z).ip =
m(
∑∞
n=1
∑n−1
k=0((lmz)
k(lip))(lmz)
n−k−1/n!), sinceO is power-associative. There
are identites: (lz)(lw) = −wz˜, ((lz)(lip))(lz) = z(ipz˜), (lz)(lip) = −ipz˜,
(lip)(lz) = zip for each z, w ∈ H, p = 0, ..., 3, where z˜ = z
∗ is the conjugated
quaternion z. Therefore,
(∂ exp(lmz)/∂z).ip =
m(
∑∞
n=1
∑n−1
k=0(−|mz|)
[k/2]+[(n−k−1)/2]((lmz)k−2[k/2](lip))(lmz)
n−k−1−2[(n−k−1)/2]/n!),
sinceR is the centre ofO, where [a] denotes the integer part of a ∈ R, [a] ≤ a,
p = 1, 2, 3. Hence
(v) (∂ exp(lmz)/∂z).ip = m(e
lmz + e−lmz)((lz)−1(ipz − ((lz)l
∗)ip))
+m(elmz−e−lmz)((lz)−1(zip− ip((lz)l
∗))− ((elmz−e−lmz)(lz)−1)((lz)−1(ipz+
((lz)l∗)ip))/4,
where (lz)−1(ipz − ((lz)l
∗)ip) and ((lz)
−1(zip − ip((lz)l
∗)) and (lz)−1(ipz +
((lz)l∗)ip) do not depend on |z|, p = 1, 2, 3. The equations (lz)
−1ipz =∑∞
m=0 e
lmzvm and (lz)
−1((lz)l∗)ip =
∑∞
m=0 e
lmzwm are equivalent to ipz =
(lz)
∑∞
m=0
∑∞
n=0(lmz)
nvm/n! and ((lz)l
∗)ip = (lz)
∑∞
m=0
∑∞
n=0(lmz)
nwm/n!
respectively, which evidently has the solutions with expansion coefficients
vm, wm ∈ H∪ lH, since (lz)
n = (−|lz|2)[n/2](lz)n−2[n/2] for each n ∈ N, where
z ∈ H, p = 1, 2, 3. Using decomposition of (elmz−e−lmz)(lz)−1 into the power
series by (lz)k and Equation (i) we get the expansion (elmz − e−lmz)(lz)−1 =∑∞
k=0 bm,ke
kmz, where bm,k are real coefficients. Using f(z) =
∑7
p=0 fp(z)ip
with fp(z) ∈ R for each p we get, that
(vi) [Kn, Km]f(z) =
∑
s∈Z
∑7
p=0(Ksas,p)(f(z)bs,p),
where ip ∈ {1, i, j, k, l, li, lj, lk}, p = 0, ..., 7, as,p and bs,p ∈ O are octonion
constants for each s, p.
The usual Virasoro algebra V ir of S1 is the complexification of the algebra
of vector fields on S1 centrally extended and it has generators Ln := Yn+vnx,
where vn ∈ R for each n ∈ Z, x ∈ R, Yn := exp(inφ)i
∗∂/∂φ, where φ is the
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polar angle parameter on S1, φ ∈ [0, 2π], i = (−1)1/2. The commutation
relations are: [Ln, Lm] := (m− n)Lm+n+ s(n
3− n)δn,−mx/12, [Ln, x] = 0 for
each n,m ∈ Z, where s is a real constant. Thus V ir has the embedding into
(g(S4)⊗s h)O.
4.9. Corollary. The algebra gO := (g(S
4)⊗s h)O has a family Φ of the
cardinality card(Φ) = card(R) of infinite dimensional pairwise nonequivalent
representations t : gO → gl(H)O.
Proof. There exists a group G = Diff ξ(S4)⊗sH such that TeG
′ has an
embedding into TeG of the Hilbert-Schmidt class, where G
′ = DiffH(S4)⊗s
H (see §2.1.5). In view of Theorems 4.2 and 4.7 g := TeG
′ has a family Φ of
representations into Teu(HR). Each t ∈ Φ has the natural extension on the
octonification: t : gO → u(HR)O.
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